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ADDITIVE BOOM
NEW HIGH-TECH ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING MACHINES LAUNCHED TO THE MARKET
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The largest machine in the XYZ LR range
for large capacity at an affordable price.

W

XYZ 1600 LR

The XYZ 1600 LR has an impressive
specification, including 1,600 mm of travel in
the X-axis 660 in Y and 635 in Z. It has a 15 kW,
8,000 rpm (12,000 opt), BT 40 spindle as
well as the standard 24 station arm-type tool
changer. The recent development in linear rail
technology now means that XYZ can deliver a
machine of this size to a very competitive price/
performance ratio. Demonstrations of XYZ’s
linear rail machines are available at any of the
XYZ showrooms.

Linear Rail Ball Bearing Slides
New advances in Linear Rail Technology have
enabled XYZ to produce the highly cost effective,
best selling XYZ LR range.

The XYZ 1600 LR is part of the Linear Rail LR range. For heavier cutting performance see the XYZ HD range of Vertical
Machining Centres all with Hardened Box Way Slides. All XYZ Vertical Machining Centres are built to be the best in their class
and all are available direct from UK stock - XYZ we’re ready when you are.
XYZ 500 LR

XYZ 750 LR

XYZ 1000 LR

XYZ 1600 LR

XYZ 660 HD

XYZ 800 HD

XYZ 1100 HD

XYZ 3010 HD

3 models available

All new XYZ CNC machine tools come with free initial training, full 12 month warranty,

ext

To learn more please call 01823 674200
MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE
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The XYZ Twin/Sub Spindle Turning Centre
for large production runs done in one hit.

XYZ SS 65

W

TWIN
SUB SPINDLE

Touchscreen

The twin / sub spindle turning centre with
live tooling and Y axis gives you the ability to
machine both ends of a component reducing
the frequency of loading and unloading.
This reduces idle time and improves
productivity, milling and turning can be done
in one set up. The 30o one-piece slant bed
provides a rigid base. Linear ways ensure
faster movement and precision.

Time Proven High Volume Production

The XYZ SS 65 is a time proven machining platform
for the production of complex components, at volume
and in ‘one hit’.

The XYZ Turning Centre Range includes the entry level LR with Linear Rail Slides followed by the HD Heavy Duty,
the two Y axis LTYs, and the large capacity TC 400 all with Hardened Box Way Slides and finally the Twin/Sub Spindle XYZ SS 65.
All XYZ TCs are built to be the best in their class and all are available direct from UK stock - XYZ we’re ready when you are.
XYZ CT 52 LR

XYZ CT 65 HD

XYZ CT 65 LTY

XYZ TC 320 LTY

XYZ TC 400

XYZ SS 65

TWIN
SUB SPINDLE

extended warranties available, programming helplines and nationwide service engineers.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com

UK SHOWROOMS DEVON NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON
SINCE 1984

Walter Innotime®
From component to
tooling solution at high speed.

Get the best tool solution for your component in next to no time.
With Walter Innotime®, you can take your component design to the next level. This digital interface
to Walter Engineering Kompetenz provides an overview of all required tools and machining parameters
based on the 3D model of your component.
Cost-efficiency becomes simple and intuitive – with Walter Innotime®.

walter-tools.com
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Quality & metrology Measuring up
L&N Scotland meeting high precision demand due to Faro; Envision
AESC boosts its non-contact inspection of battery cells through Bowers
Group machine; Reliance Precision Limited gains advantages from
Accretech dual sensor technology; plus, news and products in brief
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EDM & ECM Raising the bar
HellermannTyton gets a performance lift from a new Makino EDM
machine; Crossen Engineering invests in a new Sodick AD35L sparkerosion machine from Sodi-Tech EDM; Sodick announces a patented
new technology for its ALC Wire cut EDM range; plus, products in brief
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Additive manufacturing Revolutionising processes
National Healthcare Photonics Centre achieves UK first to help meet
challenges; Audi benefits from EOS technology; Ford and ExOne make
AM breakthrough; Kingsbury highlights project; plus, news in brief
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Tapping chuck introduced
Tebis CADCAM upgrade
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Walter brings in end mills
New small parts washer
Okuma adds new combo
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Supply side Show of strength
Traditionally, Studer holds a press conference as part of an annual
worldwide sales event, but this year the company held it online, where it
gave an update about how business has been and revealed it plans to
make some major announcements at EMO Milan in October

New products
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Automotive sector Positive signs
The UK automotive sector is showing positive growth signs as it emerges
from the pandemic and there is plenty of cause for optimism, with
production on the rise and investment being made in a raft of projects to
fuel the future electric vehicle supply chain
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42 Subcontracting Continuous improvement
Washington Components ups competitive edge with Doosan investment;
Cadmatic Engineering shows its ambition; Trust Precision Engineering
diversifies; TPB Precision Engineering reaps benefits of Hurco
machines; Hi-Spec Precision Engineering Ltd invests in a Kitamura; and
CMI picks up pace
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46 Insight Reducing abrasion and wear

The coatings for
the highest performance

Norelem, a manufacturer and supplier of standard parts and
components, is urging engineers to consider using ceramics
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Driving change
Industrial applications for additive manufacturing (AM) continue to
be developed as sectors such as aerospace, automotive and
medical in particular, are embracing the advantages that the
technology brings to the table, notably in reducing lead-times,
costs and producing parts that were previously not possible.
AM is revolutionising manufacturing and this will almost certainly
carry on at pace, as industry forecasts, predict that the strong upward trajectory
shows no signs of slowing and will be substantial in the years ahead, as further
widespread use of AM is adopted across manufacturing.
During the last four to six weeks, a raft of new machines have been launched into
the global marketplace from all corners of the globe and our cover story (page 10)
takes a look at the different systems that have been released. The AM market is
certainly going to be interesting one to keep track of in the years ahead.
In this month’s ‘The Machinery Interview’ (page 14), we speak to knowledgeable
Kyal Machine Tools managing director Simon Pollard, who gives us his thoughts on
the machine tools industry, UK manufacturing and also fills us in on how business is
for the firm’s niche range of machines.
Also in this issue, we look at the UK automotive sector, which is vital for
manfacturing in the country. According to the SMMT, more than 800,000 jobs are
related and in terms of trade, in 2019 the sector generated more than £100bn in
trade. The sector suffered during the pandemic, but is now showing promising signs
and is emerging again. We find out why there is renewed positivity in the sector
(page 20) and any investments projects and trends coming to the fore.
Key grinding machine player Studer usually holds an event in Switzerland, but this
year due to the Covid-19 pandemic it held an online press conference. We report on
what was talked about at the digital event (page 22), hear how the company has
coped during the last 12 months and any plans it has in the pipeline.
In this issue, we also have a feature on EDM & ECM (page 32) and find out how
new machine investments are boosting operations for companies, while we also
hear about the launch of Sodick’s new technology.
The CEO of Norelem – a manufacturer and supplier of standard parts and
components – also shares his thoughts (page 46) on how switching to use ceramics
has its benefits, in helping reduce the impact of wear and abrasion.
Other features in this issue include on quality & metrology; tooling;
subcontracting; and in our usual 25 Years Ago page, we take a look back at what
was making the headlines in June 1996.
Enjoy reading the issue.
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up

AR to help optimise processes in the metal industry

The unprecedented growth at GM
CNC has now seen the Oldhambased machine tool specialist
expand its team with two new
appointments.
www.is.gd/zzHfX4

The power of augmented reality
(AR) is set to be used to optimise
processes in the steel and metals
industry and retain crucial skills
that could be lost forever as an
ageing workforce retires.
PTC, an Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) focused firm, has
joined forces with the Materials
Processing Institute (MPI), a
research and innovation centre
serving global steel and materials
organisations, to explore the
potential of AR at its Normanton
Plant in Teesside.
The project will initially use
Vuforia Studio technology to
overlay live data – taken from the
ThingWorx industrial platform – to
various points of the facility, so
operators moving around will be
able to make informed decisions
on changes to casting and melting
lines or troubleshoot issues.
AR is set to make it easier for
staff to have the right information

when they need it, while use of
HoloLens and RealWear glasses
will mean the individual has both
hands free to complete tasks.
This project will contribute to
the sector’s longer-term goal to
move towards a net-zero steel
works by 2050 and is part of the
£22m PRISM steel and metals
sector research and innovation
programme being delivered by the
MPI with funding from Innovate UK.

Cadline has announced that
registrations are open for the
Autodesk Manufacturing Virtual
Conference ‘Digital Transformation
for Innovators’ event that is taking
place on Thursday, 17 June from
9am to 4pm. www.is.gd/gQgVsL

Retrac Group, one of the UK’s
leading advanced manufacturing
specialists in the Formula 1,
automotive and aerospace sectors,
has announced a structural change
to increase growth and enhance the
security and prospects of its
employees.

In a first for the UK manufacturing
and engineering industry, Next Gen
Makers has launched the
Engineering Apprenticeships: Best
Practice Programme – an initiative
designed to support firms overcome
skills challenges and build talent for
future success.

The UK’s world-leading composites
research and development facility,
the National Composites Centre
that is based in Bristol has unveiled
the latest of its state-of-the-art
capabilities in the form of a new
AFP-ATL cell.

www.is.gd/UtGscb

www.is.gd/0EJKPh

Yamazaki Mazak has partnered
with the Worcester Environmental
Group (WEG), to recycle its leftover
wooden packaging into houses and
feeders for local wildlife.

www.is.gd/PJrOJy

www.is.gd/xlkArX

Orders received
by the German
Newcastlemachine tool
headquartered
industry in the
Black and White
first quarter of
Engineering has
2021 were
grown significantly in
Martin and Will Street
26% up on the
the last 12 months,
from Street Crane
same period last
adding 22 people to its
year, according to
workforce.
VDW (German Machine Tool
www.is.gd/5uhV9o
Builders’ Association).
www.is.gd/RwlJM5
The Institution of Engineering and
Technology (IET) has celebrated its
150th anniversary and the rich
TÜV SÜD UK has launched a
history it holds dating back to 1871.
Machinery UKCA Audit service –
It now has 158,000 members.
which will support end-users to
verify their equipment with new UK
www.is.gd/peJYoL

The Bowers Group has announced
a series of changes to its UK sales
team, including the appointment of
Ryan Kingswell as UK sales manager
and Patrick Curry as technical
product manager.
www.is.gd/SXP9bQ
Hainbuch has acquired Lindaubased Vischer & Bolli Automation,
expanding its range of workpiece
clamping devices in the stationary
field. www.is.gd/S5uigc
Belgrave & Powell Limited, a
specialist engineering services
group, has acquired 100% of the
shares of Sharpe Tooling Limited
based in Birmingham.

“The successful implementation
of digital technologies has the
potential to save tens of millions
(£) every year,” explains Chris
Oswin, group manager of digital
technologies at the MPI.
“We are taking responsibility for
exploring IIoT platforms and AR and
working out how we can get the
most out of them in a live steel
plant, learning from testing and
trials to identify best use cases.”

www.is.gd/7Gs3iU

A key supplier to advanced
manufacturing and technology firms
– Street Crane Company – is
celebrating their 75th year of
continual innovation in crane
technology.
www.is.gd/2Ytxpy

The year has started on a positive note for Devon-based XYZ Machine
Tools after it reports that it posted record sales for February and March.
The company says that in April, sales continued that trend and its yearon-year figures have “defied the gloom” that the Covid-19 pandemic has
wrought, with UK sales showing growth of over 18%.
Managing director Nigel Atherton says: “We need to proceed with some
caution, maintain safe working practices, but at the same time we must
continue to be optimistic. As such we have robust plans in place to help
XYZ Machine Tools continue on this positive trend.” www.is.gd/wFTP9B
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sets it sights on becoming electric
by the end of 2031.
www.is.gd/pneUI7

UK-based AP Racing, the worldrenowned brake and clutch supplier,
has been selected by NASCAR as
the sole brake system supplier for
the 2022 Next Gen Cup Series.
www.is.gd/ZN8WwL

The Gordon Murray Group has
revealed plans to significantly
expand its operations as it looks to
create further global success and
has committed to investing £300m
over the next five years.

Product pick 10
New Amada machine

South Yorkshire-based SolidCAM
UK has joined the British Turned
Parts Manufacturers Association
(BTMA) as a technical member and
has invested in a new Star SR-38
Type B. www.is.gd/tFIime

Amada has released its latest highpower fibre laser cutting machine,
the ENSIS-AJ 12kW, which adds to
the currently available 3, 6 and 9 kW
versions. www.is.gd/RpiwLj

Design and prototyping expertise
from the University of Sheffield
Advanced Manufacturing
Research Centre (AMRC) has
helped a former GP to prove out an
ambitious idea for a new way of
exercising that maintains leg and
hip mobility, turning it into a
feasible design concepPlant.

Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC)
has introduced the Mega Synchro
Tapping Chuck from BIG KAISER. www.is.gd/rIcMo0

www.is.gd/Furuj8

Tapping chuck introduced

CADCAM software upgrade from Tebis
Tebis, a specialist provider of CADCAM and MES solutions for mechanical
component, model, pattern, die and mould manufacture, has released the latest
version of its CADCAM system 4.1.
www.is.gd/XaQuxo

ETG brings the Victor TC250 to the market
The Engineering Technology Group (ETG) has launched the Victor TC250 turning
centre. The compact machine is available in four variants.

www.is.gd/OcM2Om

www.is.gd/qiO4Sl

 &M EDM – precision engineers in
A
the West Midlands – has
announced the successful
commissioning of their proprietary
commercial UAS (unmanned aerial
system) propulsion system by a nonEuropean client.

Latest Glebar grinding machine

www.is.gd/LQQc8m

Two new co-directors have been
announced to lead the research and
network strand of the £147m Made
Smarter Innovation programme.

Glebar has launched their PG-912DG enclosed centerless form grinder. It is the
latest model in their robust Plunge Grinder series.
www.is.gd/K6Nxau

New range of linear rail shaft clamping elements
 n innovative training solution
A
from Siemens Digital Industries is
helping upskill their customers and
suppliers to capitalise on the
opportunities of Industry 4.0.
www.is.gd/Lrtv1W

www.is.gd/AC7gw6

 chuler and its affiliate Farina
S
have demonstrated the world’s
largest mechanical forging line to an
international group of 60 forging
experts. www.is.gd/6Bn542
Engineering and fabrication
specialist WEC Group has
announced a major apprenticeship
recruitment drive across all their
sites. www.is.gd/89d2rd
Essentra Components has
embarked on a multi-million pound,
long-term investment programme to
upgrade its hydraulic injection
moulding machine portfolio as it

www.machinery.co.uk |

Matara UK Ltd – a specialist in automation, pneumatics and linear motion
products – has launched a new range of linear rail and shaft clamping elements.
www.is.gd/282DuU

Multibeam scanner from Sick
Sick has launched the scanGrid2 multibeam safety scanner that uses safe, solidstate LiDAR technology to enable small autonomous vehicles and line-guided
shuttle systems to operate more quickly and productively.

Growing Black Country
manufacturer Alloy Wire
International (AWI) is targeting
global expansion after recruiting its
46th international agent.

www.is.gd/sWiu7O

www.is.gd/juFDUx

www.is.gd/dEpM3k

Walter brings in innovative new end mills
Walter has released new conical barrel tools to the marketplace in the shape of the
new MD838 Supreme and MD839 Supreme Series of end mills.

Leeds-based Brandon
Medical, that
produces operating
theatre and
intensive care unit
equipment for the
healthcare industry,
has secured a new
£1.86m contract with a
London hospital.

Cabinet washer for small parts
Ransohoff – a division of the Cleaning Technologies Group LLC –
has introduced its Cell-U-Clean Mini Jet spray cabinet.
www.is.gd/z3W7BV

New lathe and robot system from Okuma
Okuma is now offering a new combination of lathe and robot
system with the new entry-level model Genos L3000-e Standroid.
www.is.gd/JMaFII

www.is.gd/bEFkfl
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Picture below:
Stratasys F770

Raft of new AM machines
launched to the market
The additive manufacturing/3D printing market is vibrant and new machines have arrived
in the marketplace, to tap into the growing opportunities. Justin Burns takes a look at
the different new AM machines that have been launched across the globe
Pictured above:
Stratasys Origin
One

Stratasys H350

10

A

dditive manufacturing (AM) continues to grow at
pace and is forecast to grow strongly over the next
decade as manufacturers increasingly turn to the
technology to help meet their needs in producing faster
and more cost-effective components and parts.
The last few months has seen a wave of new AM
machines of all build sizes arrive in the marketplace, as
big players, mid-size and start-up machine builders alike,
launch their latest technology to meet demands of the
market, as they look to tap into the growing opportunities
available and carve out their own slice of the pie.
Stratasys – represented in the UK by Derbyshire-based
SYS Systems ( www.is.gd/BQBqTt ) – is one of the biggest
global AM machine players and has made a major push
into developing specific technology for manufacturing with
the launch of three different machines – the F770, H350
and Origin One.
The company says the systems collectively are aimed
at “accelerating the shift” from traditional to AM for lowto-mid-volume production applications underserved by
traditional manufacturing methods.
“We are accelerating into the
Additive Manufacturing 2.0 era, in
which we see global manufacturing
leaders move beyond prototyping to
fully embrace the agility that 3D
printing brings to the entire
manufacturing value chain,” explains
Stratasys CEO Yoav Zeif.
“The disruptions we are seeing
today on both the supply and demand
side of global supply chains are a

clear sign that the status quo isn’t working. Additive
manufacturing gives companies the total flexibility to
decide when, where, and how to produce parts. That’s why
we’re committed to being the complete provider of polymer
3D printing solutions for our world-class customer base.”
Last year, Stratasys says it accrued more than 25% of
its revenue from manufacturing-related applications. Going
forward, with a comprehensive and integrated portfolio of
3D printing hardware, software, materials and services
solutions, the company estimates its manufacturing
revenue growth will outpace other segments, growing at an
annual rate of over 20% starting in 2022.

TRIPLE PLAY
Stratasys has made an aggressive move launching three
new machines at the same time, the first being the Origin
One 3D printer, has been designed for end-use
manufacturing applications.
The new 3D printer uses proprietary P3 technology and
a software-first architecture to produce parts at volume in
a wide range of open, certified third-party materials with
industry-leading accuracy, detail, finish, repeatability, and
time to part. That technology combined with hardware
upgrades enabled Stratasys to optimise virtually all
aspects of the system in the new version of the product to
improve reliability and performance. Cloud connectivity
means customers will receive additional feature
improvements.
Internal Stratasys estimates see a £2.6bn market
opportunity by 2025 for the production-oriented segments
suited to the Origin One, including automotive, consumer
goods, medical, dental, and tooling applications.
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The AM heavyweight also launched the H350 3D
printer, the first in Stratasys’ new H Series Production
Platform. Powered by SAF technology, the new H350
printer it says, delivers production-level throughput for
end-use parts. It’s designed to give manufacturers
production consistency, a competitive and predictable
cost per part, and complete control for the production of
thousands of parts. The H350 printer includes about a
dozen different parts 3D-printed with SAF technology.
The H350 printer has been in beta testing since early
2021 with service bureaus and contract manufacturers in
Europe, Israel, and the US, including Stratasys Direct
Manufacturing, which is now selling parts on demand
using the system. It is expected to ship more broadly to
customers in Q3 of this year. Applications include end-use
parts such as covers, connectors, hinges, cable
holders, electronics housings and ducting.
Philipp Goetz, owner of Goetz
Maschinenbau, a Germany-based service
bureau, says: “We have fulfilled orders for
both large parts as well as up to several
hundred smaller parts. We have been
impressed with the performance of the
system and SAF technology, with
consistent parts throughout the build
volume. The system has also been
remarkably reliable.”
The third new system is the Stratasys F770 3D
printer, which Stratasys says builds on its reputation for
reproducibility and dependability via industrial-grade FDM
technology. Ideal for big parts, this newest FDM 3D printer
features a long fully heated build chamber and a generous
build volume of over 13 cubic feet.
The new system is designed for prototyping, jigs and
fixtures, and tooling applications requiring standard
thermoplastics. Soluble support material simplifies postprocessing, while GrabCAD Print software streamlines
workflow and enterprise connectivity is enabled through
the MTConnect standard and the GrabCAD SDK.
Sub-Zero Group manufactures luxury appliances, and
has been a beta customer for the F770. Corporate
development lab supervisor Doug Steindl, says it helps
keep the printing of larger parts in-house, creating a cost
saving. “It’s speed to market on everything,” he adds.
“Our 3D printing lab is faced with new product builds
every six weeks. The faster we can turn things around, the
better, and the quickest way we can do that is to keep as
much in-house as possible. The F770 delivers on that.”

gas delivery and melt pool monitoring.
The medium-format machine uses powder-bed-based
laser melting to produce parts with a diameter of up to
300mm and a height of up to 400mm. It can handle all
weldable materials including steels, nickel-based alloys,
titanium and aluminium.
“We’ve improved key aspects of the TruPrint 3000 to
tailor it even more closely to the quality requirements,
certifications and production processes of various
industries,” explains Trumpf AM managing director Klaus
Parey.
The new TruPrint 3000 can be equipped with a second
laser that almost doubles its productivity. “The multilaser
option significantly reduces part costs – that’s how we
help our customers make the move into mass
production,” adds Parey.
Two 500-watt lasers scan the machine’s
entire build chamber in parallel. This
makes production much faster and
more efficient regardless of the
number and geometries of the parts.
With the automatic multilaser
alignment option, the system can
automatically monitor the multilaser
scan fields during the build stage and
calibrate them to each other. With each
laser scanning a contour, the process does
not lead to any kind of weld seams. This is
what Trumpf says allows multilaser parts to meet such
“outstanding quality standards”.
Trumpf experts have transformed the movement of
inert gas through the TruPrint 3000. The way in which it
flows through the machine from back to front is now even
steadier and more uniform. As well as boosting the quality
of printed parts, this also allows the operator to remove
excess powder from the part while it is still inside the
machine. Previous models required the operator to take
the part out and remove the powder at a separate station.
The new machine is designed
to process the powder in a
shielded environment, using an
inert gas to prevent the powder
from becoming contaminated
during the build. This is a major
advantage for sensitive
industries, such as medical
device manufacturing.
“The new TruPrint 3000 lets
us tailor the process chain to
perfectly match each
customer’s manufacturing
process,” says Parey. As well as
the solution outlined above for
powder removal within the
machine, the TruPrint 3000

“We’ve improved
key aspects of the
TruPrint 3000 to
tailor it even more
closely to the quality
requirements”

MASS PRODUCTION FOR FABRICATORS
Another market mover is Trumpf ( www.is.gd/RM5AGq ) –
which has launched a new series of its TruPrint 3000
machine to aid fabricators moving into mass production.
The system uses a second laser to double productivity
and part quality increases due to improvements in inert
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Trumpf TruPrint
3000
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also offers an exchangeable cylinder principle with
external unpacking and depowdering stations.
This allows the machine to better meet the customer’s
specific needs, respond to growing production volumes
and keep downtime to a minimum by working in parallel
with production.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

Pictured below:
Chiron AM Cube
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Due to the strong growth forecasted in AM machines and
opportunities that exist in the future, new entrants are
entering the market. The Chiron Group has expanded its
core competencies to now include AM.
The new AM Cube is available in the UK from the
Engineering Technology Group (ETG) ( www.is.gd/0PHXhL )
which says is an “easy-to-use 3D metal printer for
manufacturing large and complex components”.
The Chiron AM Cube is suitable for coating and
repairing components up to 500mm and for cylindrical
components up to 1m long. Perfect for the near-net-shape
production of semi-finished products, the new arrival
Chiron says recognises the company “as a single-source
provider of complete solutions for all components that
cannot be produced using conventional manufacturing
methods alone”.
Chiron has selected laser metal deposition as its
technology of choice for AM. With laser metal deposition,
a feedstock material (Fe/Ni/Co-based) is melted using a
laser beam and fused to the substrate by metallurgical
bonding.
The company says one of the benefits of this process
is that it results in lower thermal loading, it is excellent for
repairing damage, reinforcing components at selected
points and restoring the original geometry of components
employing material deposition.
The modular design of the new Chiron AM Cube
offers the flexibility for coating, 3D printing and repair
while the automatic deposition head change allows wire or
powder feedstock material, 3D printing plus internal or

external coating, as
well as the facility for 3, 4 and 5-axis
working.
The maximum workpiece dimensions are 1m by 400 by
500mm for the 3-axis configuration, Ø300mm by 1m for
the 4-axis platform and Ø500 by 500mm for the 5-axis
set-up with a maximum load of 1,000kg for the 3-axis and
400kg for the 4 and 5-axis variants. The solid-state laser
can be specified as a 2, 4 or 6kW power output with a
beam quality of NA0.1 and a focus diameter from 1.2 to
4mm depending upon the selected deposition head.
In China, Eplus3D ( www.is.gd/GT7D31 ) has launched its
new metal AM machine – the EP-M300. The new machine
has the option of either single or dual lasers, at 500W or
1000W, with precise beam quality control. It has a build
volume of 305mm x 305mm x 450mm, making it suitable
for large parts and batch production.
The EP-M300 features a gas flow management and
optimised filter system which enable a stable building
environment, while its sealing capability optimises oxygen
content. The recoating strategy reportedly shortens coating
time. Real-time monitoring of the production environment
and building process are also offered.
Quantitative powder feeding and coating allow for less
powder waste, while powder recycling systems and a glove
box structure minimises powder contact; intelligent
software enables less human intervention overall.

INDUSTRIAL GRADE
The AM machine market is truly a global affair and Polish
machine manufacturer Zmorph has also released a new
product to its portfolio in the shape of the industrial grade
i500 3D printer (pictured top) with a large built volume and
strong price-to-features ratio, that the company says
improves throughput and productivity in industrial settings.
Zmorph is better known for its range of multitool 3D
printers, the latest being Zmorph Fab, an all-in-one desktop
3D printer – released in December 2020.
The firm rebranded last year to focus on the industrial
market but its R&D team has now developed a 3D printer
which “aims to respond to the most common problems the
industrial 3D printing sector faces”.
Zmorph i500 is designed for cost-effective low-volume
production, custom tooling, and rapid prototyping. The large
volume 3D printer is for manufacturers, engineers, and
other industrial professionals targeted at the automotive,
R&D, aerospace, production, military and similar industries.
The machine features a large printing volume of 500 x
460 x 300mm, enabling it to print multiple parts
simultaneously or create large models thus maximising
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Pictured above:
Massivit 5000

productivity. The dual drive dual extruder featuring a nozzle
lifting system works with various sensors to deliver
repeatable and high-quality results.
It also has an ergonomic touch panel offers a userfriendly UI to filament flow system. The operator just needs
to start the project and wait for the results. The machine
sensors monitor the smooth flow of material and indicate
any obstacles.
To maximise uptime and throughput, the Zmorph i500
features a distributed control system, that the firm says
makes servicing much easier and faster, as there is easy
access to each subassembly.
The Zmorph i500 features an electric door lock prevent
unauthorised access during operation; the air flow system
filters fumes and particles from the printer, and a
removable Wi-Fi module, making the i500 ready to work in
an industrial environment without additional safety
measures.
Vice president Marek Kłos, says: “With the Zmorph
i500, we are ready to compete with professional segment
market leaders. Zmorph i500 is an easy to operate and
maintain, modern, large-format 3D printer, that was
designed to fulfill the needs of even the most demanding
users from the industry.
“i500 was carefully developed with valuable feedback
from our customers and distributor network.”
The Zmorph i500 is available in the UK from CDG
Replik8 ( www.is.gd/X6JlMu ) and J-Supplied 3D ( www.is.gd/
IJegXg ).

EMPOWERING MANUFACTURERS
Israel-headquartered provider of large-scale 3D printing
systems Massivit 3D Printing Technologies ( www.is.gd/
ixl3jI ) has launched the Massivit 5000 along with its
breakthrough technology.
Massivit provides large-scale 3D printing systems for
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the automotive, marine, rail, scenic fabrication and other
industries and says its solutions enable ultra-fast, costeffective production of large parts, prototypes and tools,
designed to transform manufacturing of large parts by
leveraging unique photo polymer technology.
The company says the new machine will enable
manufacturers and service providers across a range of
industries to expedite their lead times for manufacturing
large parts, prototypes, and tooling by up to 30 times the
production speed of existing technologies.
Based on the company’s patented gel dispensing
printing (GDP) technology – already adopted across 40
countries for fast, cost-effective production of large parts –
the company says the 5000 introduces to the market new
resolutions, materials and automation capabilities that
address Industry 4.0 needs, enabling production of largescale parts within hours, instead of weeks.
A new printing material, Dimengel 110, now available
with the Massivit 5000, facilitates high-definition printing
and greater fidelity to CAD designs. Two new resolutions
enable print optimisation according to layer thickness and
speed requirements.
The Massivit 5000 offers a dual material system that
allows operators to print simultaneously with a different
material on each head. New software automation features
also allow operators to improve workflow efficiencies and
enable easy monitoring and operations.
This latest addition to the Massivit 3D portfolio of
large-scale 3D printers facilitates complex, large parts up
to 145cm x 111cm x 180cm that instantly cure during the
printing process, enabling ready-made parts straight off
the printer without the need for post-processing and with
almost no required support structures.
CEO Erez Zimerman says the new AM system “will
empower manufacturers to overcome existing limitations
in production speed, size, and complexity”.
“It is a significant milestone on our roadmap towards
transforming manufacturing of large parts across multiple
industries,” he adds.
The launch of a range of different AM machines in
quick succession shows how the market is evolving at
pace as diffferent players compete for space and a slice
of the ever-growing pie.
There is no doubt that the use of AM will only grow
across manufacturing sectors, as the technology is used
in more and more applications, to help reduce lead-times
and costs, while also helping resolve challenges.
When AM machines were first launched, the prices
were high due to the lack of products on the market and
although Investment in an AM machine is still a sizeable
outlay, now there is more choice, it allows more
manufacturers to make an investment.
One thing is for sure, we have not seen the end of the
boom in AM machines with more set to follow in the years
ahead in this vibrant market.
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THE
INTERVIEW

SIMON POLLARD – KYAL MACHINE TOOLS

Opportunities and
shoots of recovery
Market Harborough-based Kyal Machine Tools has been at the forefront of the UK machine tools industry
since being launched in 1985. Managing director Simon Pollard is full of positivity for the year ahead,
driven by a strong niche product portfolio

Q
A

How has business been and how
optimistic are you for the rest of 2021?
I In the last 12 months, business has
been interesting and challenging with the
new environment we have had to live through.
However, we have managed to come through
the last year fairly healthy and are going to
have quite a good year, considering
everything that has been going on around us.
We have found engineering activities have
remained extremely buoyant and busy, so in
terms of our support for service work and
applications work that has been excellent.
New sales have been slower than we would
like, but that is to be expected because one
of our key markets and for all machine tools
suppliers is the aerospace industry and that
has been badly affected through the lack of
flights. I am sure all of us would love to jump
on a plane and go somewhere, but it is
difficult at the moment. However, we need
people to start flying, as until that happens it
will not get going.
Fortunately, we have seen some green
shoots of recovery in the oil & gas industry,
which has undergone quite a downturn since
the beginning of 2015. We
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are working on some good projects so maybe
that will counter-balance the drop in
aerospace in the short-term.
We are optimistic, as although It is going
to be a little slower than it was, I am
confident in the next 12 months we will see
the order books filling up again.

Q
A

How have the machines in your portfolio
been received in the marketplace?
We are in a fairly specialist part of the
market and all the products we sell tend
to be quite niche. Most of it is project
orientated so we go through a lot of technical
discussions with the customer and quite
often get involved in trials of machining parts
to ensure the machine has the advantages
they are looking for. Our projects can typically
take from six months to a couple of years
from enquiry to order, sometimes longer.
WFL is a key product for us. We are always
strong in the areas of difficult to machine
materials, like the titanium’s, the Inconel’s,
the stainless steels – hard materials. We
also have lots of options for deep hole
boring, enabling us to really stand out on our

own. The key for us is to find projects that
really suit our machines and get to those
difficult types of materials where we are
strong and will win orders. Where the added
value and material costs are high that is the
perfect place for us.
For WFL, the fact we are very closely
related to the aerospace industry has made
new sales difficult, but in other areas we are
looking at some really interesting projects, so
it balances out, but we need the aerospace
industry to get back up and running.
Our other products are also niche, and we
have got some good enquiries for some of
these in the hard turning arena for brands like
Hembrug. In the Weiler range, we sell mainly
to the oil industry, so are seeing some better
interest in that area.
As for Willemin-Macodel machines – which
lend themselves to high precision small
parts, we are seeing some interest from the
medical industry in those machines. Again,
they are targeting high value, high precision
components.
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Last year, you became the
exclusive UK & Ireland
representative for Mitsui
Seiki USA machine tools.
How has this gone to
date?
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The new M20 launched by WFL
Millturn Technologies

A

We are just getting to grips with the
service side as obviously with Covid-19
coming along it slowed down and we are
supporting the customers that have old
Mitsui Seiki machines. Entering a new market
in Covid-19 with a product that hasn’t been
actively promoted in the UK for some years
has been challenging. However, we are
looking forward to being able to travel so we
can get out and see some customers. We
have plans to look at opportunities for sales
later in 2021, so will see some good sales
activity once we get out a bit more.

Q
A

What opportunities does the new WFL
M20 machine bring?
The M20 will be shown for the first time
at EMO Milan in October. This machine
gives us the opportunity to look at a different
part of the market for mill-turn machines.
Traditionally WFL has always been at the
much larger end of the capacity range, but
the M20 takes us into a smaller component
range. The machine is 10–12-inch chuck
size with a one metre centre distance, which
for us is quite a small machine, but they
have done a lot of development work and
introduced some new exciting features.
For the controls, the new Siemens 840D
SL with IPC 477E industrial flat panel
touchscreen interface has opened up
new opportunities. The
introduction of the built-in
motors (motor spindle
system) has also enabled
us to look at power skiving
and results from initial
test work we are getting
back from Austria are
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extremely exciting.
The M20 is going to
open up the small-end
machine tools market for us
and take us into companies we
were not able to go into previously,
as we didn’t have a machine of the right size
for them. It is definitely going to open up
opportunities that were not there before this
machine was launched, and will add value to
the portfolio and volume of sales.

Q
A

What are the main focus areas for sales
and are you looking to expand your
portfolio?
Our main focus is to grow the market
and take advantage of the new WFL
M20. We were seeing some growth (prepandemic) for the M30 and M35 – both
launched a few years ago – which are 15–16inch chuck size machines. Our most popular
machine is the M80 and it is one our key
machine sales.
As for Willemin-Macodel – that is a fairly
new product and we have been selling the
machines for two or three years. We are just
starting to get some interesting enquiries and
delivered our first machine recently to a
watch making business. Our main focus is
going to be really high value small
aerospace parts and small high cost
parts in the medical industry, but
there is plenty to have
a go at.
We get offered
brands, but at the
moment have our
Pictured left: WilleminMacodel
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hands full with what we
are doing and have plans
to expand our sales
activities in the second half of
the year, which I am confident
will give us some good results.

Q
A

How important is it for you to have an
efficient service and support team?
We are now recruiting a new engineer for
service and support, as the work keeps
increasing and giving customers good service
is the key to new sales. The first machine is
always the hardest to sell but if you look after
the customer well and you maintain the
machines, then the second and third
machines tend to follow.
We are here for the long-term in terms of
the machines and projects. We are looking to
create a long-term partnership with all of our
customers. It is not about a sale today and
gone tomorrow. It is all about relationships
and complete machining and that sets us
apart from our competitors. There are not
many challenges we cannot face.
We have got customers throughout the UK
still running 20-year-old WFL machines with
three shifts 24/5 or 24/7, so we are
maintaining machines from five minutes old to
20 years old.
Typically, components within the aerospace
industry have a lifespan of 20+ years so it is
important for us to get into new programmes.
Hopefully, we can do this at the development
stage, as if we are there when they are
developing the processes and approval for
parts, when it comes to equipment production,
there is a good chance we will get that
business, which then remains for 20 years.
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In the UK, the government is pushing
investment strongly and providing some
exciting tax incentives for investment – so if
you want to invest – it is a really good time to
do that from a tax perspective. It is the best
time in the UK for companies to invest in
machinery and the incentive is as strong as it
has ever been. I like to think in the second
half of the year people will have more
confidence and start to invest.
(Beginning in April 2021, a new superdeduction for firms investing in new
equipment over the next two years
“MACH 2022 is
came into effect. This cuts tax bills
going to be very
by 25p for every pound invested in
important for the UK
new equipment, meaning firms
as it will have been
can reduce their taxable profits by
four years since the
130% of the cost. For every £100
spent, a tax credit of £130 is
last exhibition”
received)

Pictured above: A Hembrug Mikroturn 100

Q
A

What trends do you see in the UK
machine tools market?
When I look around at the types of
machine tools purchases being made in
the UK, our customers tend to be at the
forefront of technology. There are a lot of
places in the world where they buy machines
with less complexity, but we are using
machines of high specification with multi-axis
and multi-operation capability.
If we were just making nuts and bolts it is
going to go overseas, so we have to make the
high value parts and the next step up for the
UK is automation. WFL sees it as an
increasing market and has invested in an
automation company two years ago and can
create an automated cell from the WFL
stable, as opposed to buying a third-party
automation cell and linking it into the
machine. WFL has seen the advantages of
doing it yourself, rather than having to rely on
other people to do the automation.
There is nothing to stop us growing
automation in the UK and we just need to
take the leap and hopefully we will then see
more automation. Automation doesn’t
necessarily mean less jobs, it just means
different types of jobs. You might be taking
away the number of people standing in front
of a machine, but you still need a higherskilled workforce, to ensure the planning is
done, along with preparation of equipment on
to the machine and the parts going into it.
The scheduling and organisation of that
automatic cell is important along with the
maintenance.
Automation will help to reduce some costs
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but will also change the
type of engineers required
to ensure it works effectively
upskilling, as you need skilled
people to make it function efficiently.

Q
A

What are your thoughts on UK
manufacturing in general?
The response from UK manufacturing in
the Covid-19 pandemic was tremendous
and showed the high degree of flexibility of the
UK manufacturing market. I think the
pandemic also helped reshoring as we have
seen it is important that we do not rely on
parts from halfway around the world.
The High Value Manufacturing Catapult
(HVM Catapult) centres have helped UK
manufacturing over the last 10-15 years to
develop new processes and ways of working.
They have been a great innovation and
support from government and industry is
essential to ensure future success of UK
manufacturing. We have been involved in
Sheffield (AMRC) more than anywhere
else and always found projects we have
undertaken have been very beneficial.
I am confident the catapult centres
have gained traction and are an
important part of UK Plc and don’t think
their survival is based on whether it is a
Conservative or Labour government.
They have established themselves as
important centres and
whatever party is in
power, they will remain a
core competency and
followed through.
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Q
A

How important is it that exhibitions get
back up and running?
There was no MACH in 2019 and in
2020 it was cancelled so MACH 2022 is
going to be very important for the UK, as it
will have been four years since the last
exhibition. We really want that to go ahead
and look forward to it. We need customers to
come out and visit and see what they have
been missing for the last four years. I am
optimistic MACH will be a good show. Prior to
that we have EMO Milan in October, which we
are hoping is going to be a success and we
will be able to attend. It will be the first test
for us really. We need to get people back in
front of machines at exhibitions to show how
they can improve their performance and
reduce manufacturing costs by investing. ■
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Ilika Technologies has
developed a solid-state
battery for automotive
applications

Fuelling a strong
automotive future
The UK automotive sector is showing positive growth signs as it emerges from the pandemic and there is
plenty of cause for optimism, with production on the rise and investment being made in a raft of projects to
drive the future electric vehicle supply chain

T

he Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT) ( www.is.gd/VEmcic )
reports that UK car production rose
46.6% in March, the first increase after 18
months of decline, with 115,498 cars
manufactured. The performance marks one
year since the coronavirus crisis caused all
UK automotive plants to be shuttered in midMarch 2020, after only 78,767 cars had left
factory gates that month.
The major trend that will shape the future
of the UK automotive industry is also
beginning to emerge, as combined output of
battery electric (BEV), plug-in hybrid (PHEV)
and hybrid vehicles (HEV) was 21.5% share of
all cars produced, up from 13.7% a year
before, meaning one-in-five-cars produced in
the UK is now alternatively fuelled.
This is where the great opportunity lies for
the UK automotive sector and SMMT chief
executive Mike Hawes, believes the shift
towards electrified vehicle production is
“fundamental to the future of this vital sector”
and securing investment for this
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transformation will depend on the global
competitiveness of our industry.
“Companies are already having to absorb
additional costs arising from our new trading
arrangements with the EU, but must also
invest in new technologies, new processes
and upskilling the workforce,” he says. “A
competitive business environment that helps
reduce operating costs and policies that
support manufacturing will be essential if the
transition to zero is to be Made in the UK.”

SUPPLY CHAIN
As an increasing number of vehicles produced
in the UK are BEV, PHEV and HEV, it is critical
that a robust supply chain is in place to
support this significant automotive
manufacturing opportunity and ensure as
much of the growth is retained in the country.
According to a report by manufacturing
consultancy HSSMI, the UK must rapidly
accelerate the establishment of ‘gigafactories’
and new battery technology development, or
risk losing domestic car production altogether.

HSSMI advises global OEMs and Tier 1
suppliers on the design of manufacturing
plants, optimisation of production efficiency
and introduction of circular economy
principles.
The HSSMI notes with its accessibility to
abundant natural resources, as well as
government support for high volume
manufacturing and demand for electric
vehicles, the majority of global battery
production – roughly 70% – is in Asia.
The UK on the other hand, faces
challenges including lack of skilled
technicians on cell manufacturing processes
and availability of critical raw materials, as
well as high production costs. Investing in
more battery plants and bringing them as
close as possible to car production – reducing
supply chain challenges – can alleviate many
of these issues, but the industry needs to act
fast, the HSSMI explains.
The UK government has identified
investment in battery factories as a key goal
to keep automotive jobs. The sector is moving
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AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR POSITIVE SIGNS

away from the internal combustion engine.
The government has set out a £500m funding
pot as part of plans to support the
electrification of vehicles, including developing
gigafactories across the UK.
There are some positive signs this is
beginning to take shape, as BritishVolt
launched a project in December to build the
first UK battery factory in Blyth,
Northumberland. Construction will begin in the
summer as part of a £2.6bn investment.
Meanwhile, a new ‘gigafactory’ to
manufacture electric car batteries is set to be
built in Coventry, with Coventry Airport
identified as a possible site for the
development. Coventry City Council intends to
secure pre-emptive planning permission
beside the city’s airport, in a move that would
reportedly create 4,000 jobs.
A joint venture between the council and
Regional City Airports will seek outline
planning permission by the end of 2021 in the
hope of attracting an experienced
manufacturer to start production by 2025.
Automotive experts, believes the West
Midlands will require a battery plant to supply
manufacturers such as Jaguar Land Rover,
Aston Martin Lagonda, BMW, LEVC and
others, who all have production facilities in
the region.
There are calls for three gigafactories to be
built in the UK by 2025 to help drive the shift
to electric vehicles and while there are plans
in motion, they take considerable funding and
planning.

feasibility of developing a sustainable UK
supply chain through the construction of a
new lithium extraction plant that aims to
produce low-carbon, battery quality lithium
hydroxide from a hard rock source.
Meanwhile, solid -state batteries are
predicted to be a future technology that could
improve energy density and charging while
also eliminating safety concerns around
battery fires. Ilika Technologies has developed
a solid-state battery for automotive
applications and its project with Comau UK
Ltd will assess the feasibility of scaling up its
manufacturing operations. The 12-month
project will aim to deliver a plant design for
the Goliath manufacturing line at the UK
Battery Industrialisation Centre (UKBIC).
Other projects also gained funding. Electric
vehicles require high quality, lightweight
magnets inside their motors and Less
Common Metals will assess in a project, the
suitability of creating a new, UK-based magnet
plant at Ellesmere Port.
Another project involves Equipmake, a
developer of electric drivetrain technology that
has plans to meet global need by scaling up
its manufacturing facilities. The company’s
feasibility study will evaluate the suitability of
a site adjacent to its existing plant for the
manufacture of between 1,000 - 20,000
motor invertor units per annum.
Hydrogen fuel cell technology offers a zeroemission transport solution, but it is more
expensive than equivalent battery-powered

technology and Loop Technology Ltd will look
to develop a low-cost automated approach to
fuel cell manufacturing, to gauge if it is a
commercially-viable alternative.
Storing hydrogen requires high-strength
durable containers for safe operation in
vehicles. A project by Loughborough-based
Haydale will assess the suitability of
promising lightweight, low permeability
storage tank, which could help to unlock the
pathway to hydrogen propulsion.

NISSAN COMMITS
In more good news for the sector, Japanese
car maker Nissan says its Sunderland
manufacturing plant is secure for the longterm and it will keep making cars at the facility
after a deal was secured between the UK and
EU. It will move additional battery production
close to the plant where it has 6,000 direct
employees and supports nearly 70,000 jobs
in the supply chain. Batteries in its Leaf
electric cars are now imported from Japan.
There is clearly optimism and positivity in
the UK automotive sector despite the
challenges due to the pandemic and global
trade tensions, but ensuring a successful
recovery of UK automotive manufacturing will
be critical to sustaining the more than
800,000 jobs that keep the broader industry
going and generating £100bn in trade, as the
sector did in 2019, according to the SMMT.
There are projects, but further investment
is needed across the electric vehicle supply
chain that will power the UK automotive sector
for years to come.

ACCELERATING THE TRANSITION
There are a range of other projects going
on and to support the future of green
automotive manufacturing and accelerate
the UK’s transition to net-zero emission
vehicles, the Advanced Propulsion Centre
(APC) has guided £9.4m in public funding
to 22 feasibility studies looking to scale
up the industrialisation of low-carbon
emission vehicle technologies.
In the second round of funding awarded as
part of the APC’s Automotive Transformation
Fund (ATF) projects will explore the feasibility
of UK-based battery production, the
development of motors and drives and fuel
cell technologies, as well as recycling
solutions.
These include funding to Cornwall-based
Cornish Lithium, which will assess the
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Withstanding
the downturn & evolving
Studer managing director CSO Sandro
Bottazzo says the company has had a
promising start to 2021

Traditionally, Studer holds a press conference as part of an annual worldwide sales event, but this year the
company held it online, where it gave an update about how business has been and revealed it plans to make
some major announcements at EMO Milan in October

S

wiss grinding machine manufacturer
Studer recorded the third-best year
since its establishment despite the
pandemic in 2020, boosted by strong orders
at the start and end of the year, it reported
during an online press conference.
The United Grinding Group company has
withstood Covid-19 and the downturn, and
overall, it notes the situation is “considerably
better” than during the financial crisis 10
years ago. The company has reacted to drops
in sales with an annual work-hour model and
where necessary, with short-time working.
Major developments have been continued and
the product portfolio further developed.
The UK is an important market for Studer,
and it has seen a continued recovery.
According to managing director CSO Sandro
Bottazzo, the start to 2021 was
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“promising” with a strong order intake in
March and in the first quarter, it had one of the
strongest order books in the past few years in
the UK with figures actually better than the
same quarter last year.
He says: “We had in the UK a strong order
intake with our internal grinding machines, but
even with our top range universal grinding
machine, the S41.
“In addition, we have also received orders
for our conventional grinding machines. In
general, we benefit from our broad portfolio of
universal external, internal, production and
conventional grinding machines. We are able
to fulfil all cylindrical grinding requirements
from entry level to the high-end.”
Bottazzo says it plans on growing its UK
business and is expanding the country team.
“We have an ambitious growth and market
share target in UK, and believe strongly in the
UK market. Therefore, we are investing further
in our sales and service capabilities. We will
further search and hire service technicians for
the UK market,” he explains.
Studer is supplied in the UK by Advanced
Grinding Supplies ( www.is.gd/3tWDyF ) and
Micronz LLP ( www.is.gd/HBMXi3 ).

SALES UPTICK
Studer is seeing an overall recovery in
Europe, along with America and Asia with
some markets stronger than others and the
UK is performing similarly to other European
markets. In 2020, Studer sold machines to
more than 40 different countries.
Order intake in 2020 from Asia, North
America and North-eastern Europe remained
at a “very pleasing level”, the company says.
This was mainly due to high demand from the
job-shop and aerospace industry segments.
However, Latin Europe was also quite
positive, that Studer notes was due to the
“strong end-of-year spurt from Italy”.
Bottazzo says: “Thanks to the very good
incoming orders at the end of the year, mainly
from Asia and Europe, we generated over
60% more orders than in the last major crisis
in 2009. This is positive in so far as the
general market decline was similar to 11
years ago during the financial crisis.
“A success factor in order to come
through this crisis stronger is our broad
customer base. Moreover, we were able to
win over 43% new customers.
“This is an extremely positive result.
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SUPPLY SIDE SHOW OF STRENGTH

Studer
apprentices
Especially in a year, in which cross-border
travel was not possible or only with great
difficulty. We were able to achieve this result
due to our decentralised and global sales and
service network.”
Studer is upbeat for a strong 2021 and
Bottazzo says the firm’s customers are
expecting a stronger second quarter or
second half of the year, which is why many
grinding machines were ordered in December.
“Another key factor of Studer’s success is
the broad portfolio of different universal
external, internal, production and
conventional cylindrical grinding machines,”
explains Bottazzo.
The company notes the S33 launched in

further
2019 was “by far the best-selling Studer
cylindrical grinding machine” last year,
followed by internal grinding machines, as
well as the new S31 and the new favorit.
Sales of the entry-level external grinding
machine, the favoritCNC, have also
developed very positively.
Another key success factor has been the
Studer Customer Care service and Studer
now has more than 130 service technicians
globally, a network that will be expanded so it
can remain close to customers.

DIGITALIZATION ROADMAP
Studer has further developed its portfolio of
digital services. Customers can now purchase
the complete United Grinding Digital Solutions
retrofit package with a maintenance contract
at a special price. With a very wide portfolio
of services, Studer offers everything from one
source throughout the entire life cycle of a
cylindrical grinding machine.
The United Grinding Group has developed
a digitalization roadmap, which Studer is now
implementing step-by-step.
United Grinding Digital Solutions includes
‘The Production Monitor’ that provides an
overview of the operating status of the
company’s manufacturing and assembly
production equipment at any time. It shows
customers in real time whether and which
machines are in operation and can display
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the corresponding production history.
This is not only of particular interest
and benefit for managers on the shop
floor, but also for machine operators of
unmanned machines.
Not only can Studer machines and other
machines from the United Grinding Group be
integrated into this app, but, via the
standardised umati interface, a wide variety
of external production equipment and
manufacturers can also be integrated.
Digital tools are another step towards
digitalization – as work instructions, test
processes and checklists are largely
paperless and always available in the latest
version. Tablets and screens have become
indispensable aids for Studer assembly
specialists and are used in a suitable form
depending on the workstation.
Numerous group projects from United
Grinding Digital Solutions play a key role in
connection with digitalization. Structural
alterations and investments in new products,
machinery and equipment have been
considered.
“Studer invested in 2020 and will
continue to do so this year,” explains CEO
Jens Bleher. “All in all, we consider ourselves
to be well positioned, which is a decisive
advantage, particularly in the current
competitive environment.”

APPRENTICE DRIVE
In some companies globally, the number of
apprenticeships has declined due to the
impact that the pandemic had on business.
This is not the case at Studer, as although
apprentices were impacted, even in these
challenging times the company has stuck to
its tried and tested vocational training. “The
number of Studer apprentices remains high,
they make up over 11% of the workforce”,

says Bleher.
This the firm notes us reflected by
success of apprentices in their final year, who
all passed their final exams. Studer is
continuing to invest in apprenticeship
training, such as a new NC lathe for the
apprentice workshop.
In addition, Studer vocational training once
again produced top-level performances last
year. All four participants won medals at the
SwissSkills in the disciplines of
polymechanics and automation. With one
gold, one silver and two bronze, they
achieved the best results in years.

EMO PLANS
Studer has big plans for later in 2021 and at
EMO Milan from 4-9 October, it will reveal new
innovations to the market and one futureoriented area that “remains under wraps”.
Bottazzo explains: “With more than 900
square metres, we as United Grinding Group
will set up the biggest booth we have ever
had at an exhibition in Italy.”
Studer will be showing as part of the
broader group, as well as the Studer portfolio
at EMO, including everything from entry-level
grinding machines to high-end machines.
Bottazzo adds: “On the other hand, we
use EMO to present several product and
technology innovations. In addition, we as the
United Grinding Group will set another
milestone at the EMO in Italy. Definitely worth
visiting us at EMO in Milan.”
Studer is working on developments for
EMO 2021 and says the firm “look forward to
surprising the industry” with
several innovations in Milan.

Studer S41
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Go Tools has installed
two innovative Okamoto
ACC450AV precision surface
and profile grinding machines

High
precision standards
Go Tools Ltd requirements met by investment in Okamoto machines; Integrity Saw & Tool reaps reward of
new Vollmer; BTH Import Stal and Van Geenen benefit from Timesavers machines; plus, news in brief

E

nsuring the highest possible precision
and quality standards are maintained
is vital for tooling manufacturers, so
investing in the right machines to meet
requirements is critical to the success of
businesses.
Rotherham-based Go Tools Ltd produces
diecast tooling for use in zinc, aluminium
and magnesium foundries, but also
manufactures mould tools for the medical,
automotive, packaging, electronics and
consumer goods industries.
The company prioritises machine tool
investments and has installed two Okamoto

The Vollmer CHX840 + HS circular saw grinder
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ACC450AV precision surface and profile
grinding machines that were purchased from
DF Precision Machinery Ltd ( www.is.gd/
DqJHbV ), Okamoto’s UK distributor.
Technical director Steven Barrowcliff
explains the firm bought the machines to
replace two older Jones and Shipman
machines, due to their increasing
maintenance costs and the growing pressure
on the grinding department. The chosen
grinders were needed to satisfy high
precision requirements and to further
increase grinding efficiencies.
He adds: “After their installation and
operator training, our new Okamoto
machines soon began to make a significant
contribution to our surface and profile
grinding work. In addition to our ACC450AV’s
high precision and the outstanding surface
finish capabilities, their ease of use and
impressive speed and efficiency has
resulted in the machines becoming
extremely popular with our grinding staff.
“High standards of surface and profile
grinding are critical to the quality of the tools

that we manufacture, and these qualities
are exactly what our Okamoto machines
deliver. As we have been so impressed with
our new Okamoto grinders, to help satisfy
ever growing demand for our tools, we are
now planning to soon install two additional
ACC450AV precision surface and profile
grinding machines.”
The ACC450AV provides a length of
450mm, across travel of 170mm and a
maximum grinding height, between the
machine’s table and a new 205mm diameter
grinding wheel, of 357.5mm.
To help avoid the negative effects of heat
expansion and vibration and as an additional
support to accurate grinding, the machines
hydraulic unit is isolated from its main
structure. A combination of scraped V-V slide
ways, the use of low friction Turcite material
and the provision of an automatic, gravity-fed
lubrication system ensures accurate grinding
across the machine’s life and in minimum
maintenance needs.
The ACC450AV’s list of standard
equipment includes a micro cross-feeder
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that allows fast and simple change over
from 0.02mm to 0.001mm graduations. A
high visibility cross-feed digital readout
enables monitoring of manual adjustments.

ADDING VALUE

24 hours a day to gain more capacity.”
While the new Vollmer CHX840+HS has
increased productivity and capacity; the
benefits reach much further. Integrity Saw
has recognised the facility to grind tooth
tops and faces in a single operation has the
potential to make single-purpose machines
redundant in the future.
Integrity Saw & Tool has its sights set on
a second Vollmer TCT saw sharpening
machine with automation to meet production
demands - as and when they arise. it is also
considering the latest generation of Vollmer
machines for its rotary tool division.

New investments must provide value and
US-based Integrity Saw & Tool has
purchased a Vollmer ( www.is.gd/nKB13P )
CHX840 circular saw blade sharpening
machine with the Vollmer HS automated
loading station as it needed capacity for a
significant order it won from a new pallet
manufacturing customer.
The CHX840 has increased productivity
VERSATILITY
by 60%, permitted unmanned running and
Poland-based BTH Import Stal has grown
improved blade quality. The new 5-axis
into a fast-moving supplier of acid resistant
CHX840+HS is for machining the tooth
and stainless steel sheet, coil and tube,
faces and tooth tops in a single clamping
and is a supplier of added value
operation. The HS automation solution
components to a wide range of sectors.
enables the firm to load and process 28
The Krakow firm has ambitious plans to
blades unmanned.
double its 30,000 square metre facility
With the machine’s arrival, Integrity Saw
within the next three years and growth has
& Tool has rapidly ramped up the stressbeen driven by use of Timesavers machines.
relieving and re-grinding of 400 TCT blades
The brand is represented in the UK & Ireland
every week. The 18 inch (457mm) diameter
by Ellesco ( www.is.gd/BVNZCw ).
TCT blades have 70 teeth per saw and each
The relationship first saw a sheet-tosaw blade can be re-ground up to seven
sheet processing line installed in 2007,
times before being replaced.
Prior to having the machine, the
known as the Grandma line due to
firm conducted four operations on
its longevity and reliability, as
three machines to complete a
“The HS automation well as stand-alone grinding
and surface finishing
saw blade in 75 minutes – a
system allows us to set machines, like the 42
machining time not inclusive
the Vollmer CHX840
Series deburring and
of set-ups and changeovers.
machine in the
grinding machine.
This process chain
The company wanted
included stress relieving,
afternoon and it will
then transfer to an Akemat
process up to 28 saws
machine tooth-face grinding
unmanned”
machine and subsequently a
tooth-top grinding machine and
then the grinding of the ‘kick-back’
radius to reduce cutting forces on each
tooth.
Owner Paul Reetz says: “The two
operators previously had the capacity to do
40-50 TCT blades a day on the Akemat
machines - adding the Vollmer CHX840+HS
means we can now re-grind over 100 blades
a day. We work from 5am to 3pm and the
HS automation system allows us to set the
Vollmer CHX840 machine in the afternoon
and it will process up to 28 saws unmanned
throughout the evening. If we worked a shift
pattern, we could run the Vollmer CHX840
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Nico and Bart
van Geenen with
the new Timesavers
81 Series grinding machine
to increase capacity and capability by
introducing a coil-to-coil line so turned to
Timesavers again. The new coil-to-coil line
features two Timesavers 71 series
machines, one equipped with twin wide
abrasive belts for finishing and the second
fitted with twin brushes for fine finishing
operations. The decision was made to
improve efficiency and productivity.
Both machines can operate
independently, depending on the surface
finish specified by the customer, and subject
to the thickness of the material a coil can
contain up to 1.5 km of stainless steel,
which can be processed without interruption
or manual intervention.
The Timesavers 71 series can be
configured with either two abrasive belts or
twin brushes and adapted to work on sheet
or coil material in three standard widths,
which are 1350mm, 1600mm, and 2100mm
with a material throughput rate variable
between zero and 30 m/min. Control is via
the Siemens control interface.
Board member Tomasz Kotarba says:
“The versatility and ease-of-use of these
Timesaver machines ensures we can meet
the demands of our existing customers, who
come from a diverse selection of industries,

Remote maintenance
solutions is keeping United Grinding
closely in touch with customerse
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The HG350-G gear grinding
centre from PTG Holroyd

including existing customers ranging from
major manufacturers through SME’s and
business to consumer clients across a
range of sectors including architectural,
medical, food processing and construction.”

OPENING UP OPPORTUNITIES
Another company benefitting from
Timesavers machines is Netherlands-based
metal polishing and finishing specialist Van
Geenen – which has invested in a
Timesavers 81 Series grinding machine,

helping improve capacity, productivity and
overall capability, while opening up new
business opportunities.
The firm’s emphasis is on producing
sheet and tube material to high quality
finished products with greater efficiency and
consistently high technical standards.
The scale of the 81 series will also future
proof production at Van Geenen, at an
overall length of 24 metres. The machine
has a capacity to grind sheet or plate from
0.15mm up to 100mm; with stock removal
rates of up to 0.2mm/pass achievable with
a table size of 2.1 metres by 8.5 metres to
an accuracy of +/- 0.02mm and 0.3Ra.
The machine is delivering significant time
savings compared with existing processes.
It is producing a four metre long, two metre
wide by 20mm thick sheet for a customer in

the food processing industry, which used to
take 4-5 hours to complete, but now takes
one hour on the 81 series.
“With the level of investment in the
Timesavers 81 series our hourly rate has
increased, but this is justified as our
throughput is much greater and lead times
much shorter and that level of efficiency is
vital when putting forward proposals to
customers. We are also aware that none of
our competitors in Europe have this
capability,” explains managing director Bart
van Geenen.
The firm notes there has been
“enthusiasm” for use of this wide belt
grinding technology with the Timesavers 81
Series. The efficiency allows it to replace
milling as an operation, reducing processes
and improving efficiency. ■

Grinding, honing & surface finishing news in brief
■ The United Grinding Group is increasingly using technology to
support its worldwide customer base and, in many cases, keep
machines running with minimal downtime due to challenges from
the Covid-19 pandemic.
According to United Grinding Group company Walter Ewag UK
( www.is.gd/5uNako ), the group’s digital solutions embrace three
main offerings for users of machines: production monitor, service
monitor and remote service.
The first two help customers keep track of production – like
highlighting when maintenance work is required and where/when
problems may arise in production. Remote service is designed to
help support the help desk over a data connection, like helping
with concerns over a machine’s back-up battery.
“There were 2,500 demands for remote service during 2020,”
says Whittingham, who adds United Grinding North America
also performs preliminary machine acceptances remotely. “The
application team produces videos of the required processes by
mounting a GoPro camera in the machine, using a time code to
document the duration of the relevant process cycles.”
Other digital tools are also being worked on, including smart
glasses that will allow machine technicians to be hands free while
the help desk specialist shares the same view.
■ A new precision gear grinding centre from PTG Holroyd ( www.
is.gd/My2ceH ) has not simply been designed to bring greater levels
of efficiency and accuracy to the production of specialised gears and
tooth forms, but much more.
The new machine, the HG350-G, is also the first from PTG
Holroyd and believed to be the first in the UK that uses Siemens’
new Sinumerik ONE future-proof CNC, the successor to the
automation specialist’s 840D CNC.
PTG Holroyd has committed in excess of £1.6m to develop its
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brand new gear grinding centre, a machine designed to give the firm
an edge in the horizontal form grinding of high-quality gears.
“We plan to build two HG350-G machines to begin with,” explains
regional sales director Mark Curran. “One will remain on site in
Rochdale for R&D purposes. The other has been purchased by a
long-standing PTG Holroyd customer.”
In designing the HG350-G, PTG Holroyd’s goal was to offer
customers much more than a new generation machine for the oneoff and batch grinding of high-accuracy precision spur and helical
gears, as well as worms and screws of up to 350mm in diameter.
Used in tandem with its own internal machine design packages,
these capabilities enabled PTG Holroyd to build a virtual machine
on the desktop, then grind virtual gears and threads, test safety
and failsafe capabilities and eliminate potential problems before
commencing the machine build.
■ GrindingHub ( www.is.gd/wlbHmW ) – the first edition of the new
trade fair for grinding technology – will take place from 17 to 20 May
2022 in Stuttgart.
The event will run every two years and is organised by VDW
(German Machine Tool Builders’ Association), in cooperation
with Messe Stuttgart and the ‘Machine Tools and Manufacturing
Technology’ industry sector of Swissmem (Association of the Swiss
Mechanical, Electrical and Metal Industries).
The main areas of the GrindingHub will be technology/processes,
productivity, automation and digitalisation in grinding technology.
Grinding technology firms set to take part include Agathon, Anca,
DVS Tooling, Emag, Haas Schleifmaschinen, Isoma, Kapp-Niles,
Rollomatic, Saacke, Supfina, Tschudin, United Grinding and Vollmer.
The face-to-face event will be supplemented by digital services
for exhibitors and visitors, as well as a web conference in the years
between the fairs.
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GOHRING
The Tool Company

Plug into a holistic
suite of eMobility
solutions for design
and engineering,
production and
metrology.
Learn more
hexagonmi.com/emobility

PARTING OFF INSERTS

FOR PARTICULARLY HIGH PROCESS RELIABILITY
With Parting-off Inserts, Guhring continues in the pursuit of
completing its range of turning and grooving tools. With the
so-called pressed-to-size inserts, the chip former and cutting
geometry are pressed in directly - for particularly high process
reliability. The first step is the groove width of 3 mm. Chip
formers and geometry are suitable for general applications in
steel materials. We also offer an extensive range of tool holders
with and without internal cooling.

SPECIAL OFFER BUNDLE
PARTING OFF BLADE OR TOOL HOLDER
+ 5 DOUBLE ENDED INDEXABLE INSERTS
WITHOUT INTERNAL COOLANT SUPPLY

ONLY £99 +vat

RRP holder plus inserts £168.50 +vat
Email enquiries@guhring.co.uk for more details

Find out more at www.guhring.co.uk
Guhring I Estone Drive, Aston, Birmingham, B6 6BQ
T +44 121 749 5544 I E info@guhring.co.uk

AM technology
progressing at pace
National Healthcare Photonics Centre achieves UK first to help meet challenges; Audi benefits from EOS
technology; Ford and ExOne make AM breakthrough; Kingsbury highlights project; plus, news in brief

T

he benefits that additive manufacturing
(AM) technology is bringing to range of
manufacturing sectors is growing,
while technology advancements continue to
evolve and are also playing a life-enhancing
role in healthcare.
This is the case at the CPI’s National
Healthcare Photonics Centre, where
companies can work alongside CPI staff in
state-of-the-art facilities for the development
of medical technology using photonics. It
includes capabilities in optical system
design and test (including testing with
ionising radiation or x-rays), imaging, printing
and manufacture.
The centre has achieved a UK first after
taking delivery of a Stratasys J750 Digital
Anatomy 3D printer, installed by Laser Lines
( www.is.gd/58V0EY ).
Trends in the medical technology market
are changing to meet the requirement for

more personalised and less invasive
incredibly difficult to design and
care, moving away from hospitalreplicate. Trying to model a
based services. New
human with a particular injury
or syndrome using
approaches in imaging and
traditional techniques is
diagnostics therapies are
virtually impossible until
helping to meet these
now.
challenges.
The Stratasys J750 enables
“The new Digital Anatomy
3D Printer gives us precise
the production of realistic body
control over what we are
parts based on actual patientdesigning and developing as
specific scan data and is part
Ford and ExOne have
of this trend. Multi-material
we can now manufacture
developed a process for
anatomical models
model parts directly from data
rapid and reliable binder jet
constructed using the data
obtained by medical imaging
3D printing and sintering of
captured by hospital imaging
methods such as CT scanning
aluminium
systems lets surgical teams,
or MRI. It is a very valuable
consultants and their patients
tool for our partners to benefit
make better-informed decisions before
from as part of the design and prototyping
embarking on surgery or a treatment regime.
phase of medical device development.”
CPI senior mechanical design engineer
CPI’s investment means it can now use
Wayne Morton, explains: “Anatomy is
patient data to print several identical copies

Additive manufacturing news in brief
■ Huddersfield-based Wayland Additive has announced the first
sale of its innovative Calibur3 metal AM system has been signed
to Exergy Solutions, in Canada. ( www.is.gd/4mjPXF )

■ The 3D Systems AM technology available in the UK from the
Engineering Technology Group (ETG) has been enhanced with the
release of 3D Sprint 3.0. ( www.is.gd/XmAX4N )

■ ModuleWorks and Robotized have extended their partnership
to offer customised, automated solutions that accelerate robotassisted AM, including cold metal transfer. ( www.is.gd/fhfQae )

■ CoreTechnologie will present version 1.3 of its 4D_Additive
software in early May 2021, equipped with new functions.
( www.is.gd/9fLgFg )

■ The Digital Manufacturing Centre (DMC) will be the first
business to adopt Renishaw’s new manufacturing connectivity and
data platform, Renishaw Central, across its complete additive and
subtractive manufacturing operations. ( www.is.gd/DbKXpT )

■ Through its Tera 250 Micro AM technology, Nanofabrica says
it has introduced a technology around which innovation and
“impossible” manufacturing goals can be achieved.
( www.is.gd/HVZslB )

■ Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division and Authentise
have partnered to extend the AM control loop from the machine
level to connect the end-to-end value chain. ( www.is.gd/n6veYk )

■ Printing Portal has overseen the largest installation of HP 3D
Jet Fusion printers in the UK, printing prototypes for clients in the
creative, design and engineering sectors. ( www.is.gd/jVbaof )
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING REVOLUTIONISING PROCESSES
The CPI’s National Healthcare Photonics Centre
is the first in the UK to take delivery of a
Stratasys J750 Digital Anatomy 3D printer

of that patient’s body part, so surgeons who
want to be able to practice before an
operation takes place, can print a replica of
that actual patient’s organ with all of its
anomalies.
The surgeon can print the part as many
times as needed before the procedure.
Previously, animal, cadaver, and synthetic
models would have been used to practice
with, which are costly and difficult to
manage.
Morton adds: “We can convert data from
medical scan data, such as MRI, into a solid
design file and then be able to print
someone’s actual skull, not just something
that is an approximation.
“This is an incredible advance for a
surgeon because several copies of that
anatomical part can be manufactured
enabling the surgeon to plan the procedure
and optimise patient care.”
The Stratasys J750 also helps to verify
medical devices faster, enabling firms to get
their products to market quicker and for
patients to benefit from new technologies
earlier. The machine can reduce overall cost
by up to 70% compared to conventional
models.
Materials can all be printed to different
sizes, strengths and resistances to create
accuracy to a thickness of 1mm for vascular
system walls. For rigid geometry, the system
can print even finer layers to a thickness of
14micron.
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POWERING AUTOMOTIVES
The automotive sector is another
manufacturing sector gaining hugely from AM.
Audi is relying entirely on industrial 3D
printing at its Metal 3D Printing Centre for the
production of selected tool segments. AM
with EOS ( www.is.gd/Tp7le4 ) technology is
used for 12 segments of four tools for hot
forming. Plans call for significantly more
segments to be printed this way.
Audi uses the tool segments produced
using the EOS M 400 system in its press
shop to make body panels for models
including the Audi A4 and plans to do the
same for future electric vehicles.
Shifting part of its tool segment
production activities from conventional
manufacturing to AM is an important step,
highlighting both the quality and reliability of
industrial 3D printing and the design freedom
advantages this production method offers.
Audi has established an ideal application
in the area of hot forming for series vehicles.
Several hundred thousand parts have already
been produced using the 3D-printed tools
and installed in selected models.
When AM is used at the
Audi Metal 3D Printing Centre,
the focus is on hot forming
segments and high pressure
die casting tool inserts. The
design department in Ingolstadt
creates entire tools, which can
Wayland Additive’s Calibur3
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measure as much as 5 x 3 metres. The
individual additively manufactured tool
segments in turn can be up to 400mm in
length and weigh as much as 120kg.
The size and complexity of the tool
segments mean construction times of up to
20 days are not uncommon and the EOS M
400 3D printing system is crucial to the
success. 3D printing makes it possible to
create highly complex cooling channels
configured for the specific component within
the tool segments.

MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH
AM is evolving all the time and in a project cofunded by Ford Motor Company and ExOne
( www.is.gd/NmumRX ), a team of engineers,
material scientists, and manufacturing
experts has developed a patent-pending
process for rapid and reliable binder jet 3D
printing and sintering of aluminium that
delivers properties comparable to die casting.
Delivering a commercially viable
achievement has evaded researchers for
more than a decade. Collaborative and
individual patents are set to be filed by Ford
and ExOne as a result of this
ongoing project.
Some aluminium alloys can be
3D printed today using lasers,
but the process is much slower
than the one developed by Ford
and ExOne. The new process is
expected to increase Ford’s
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Printing Portal HP 3D Jet Fusion printers
efficiency by allowing the company to
affordably produce complex parts uniquely
designed for AM, which enables size and
weight reductions, part consolidation, and
performance improvements.
“This is a breakthrough in making 3D
printed and sintered parts for the auto
industry,” explains Harold Sears, Ford
technical leader for AM. “While the
3D-printing process is very different than
stamping body panels, we understand the
behaviour of aluminium

better today, as well as its value in lightweighting vehicles.
“High-speed aluminium 3D printing paves
the way for other opportunities that we’re just
now starting to take a look at because of the
ability to do complex parts with aluminium
that previously weren’t possible. It’s really
opening doors for other opportunities.”
The new innovation came through the
process of binder jetting, regarded as the
fastest method of metal 3D printing for highvolume output. It uses a digital file to quickly

inkjet a binder into a bed of powder particles
such as metal, sand, or ceramic to create a
solid part, one thin layer at a time.
When printing metals, the final bound
metal part must be sintered in a furnace to
fuse the particles together into a solid
object. The heating process reinforces the
strength and integrity of the metal, and while
the process for sintering stainless steel is
well understood, achieving high densities
greater than 99% is an industry breakthrough
for aluminium.

Large rail parts produced in half
the time at 30% less cost thanks to AM technology
standard welding coil that does not require the safety precautions
Gosport machine tools specialist Kingsbury
associated with powder-bed layer-by-layer fusion technology. A
( www.is.gd/jZg66Y ) has highlighted a
1.2mm diameter SW 100S NiMoCr wire was used to produce two
3D printing project carried out by one of
high tensile, fine grain structures each measuring 250 x 216 x
its principals, German wire arc additive
312mm and weighing 36.3kg.
manufacturing (WAAM) equipment builder
A DB secondary roll
The part was scanned in about one hour on the rotary table of a
Gefertec, which managing director Richard
stop being additively
GOM ATOS ScanBox optical 3D measuring machine. When complete,
Kingsbury says brought home “how additive
manufactured at
it was possible to understand the part geometry and compare it with
manufacturing is progressing year-on-year”.
Gefertec
the CAD model to detect if there were any deviations. It was then
Kingsbury explains it shows how AM is an
ever more practical, low-cost alternative to subtractive machining. He an easy matter to ensure the 3D-welded, near-net-shape component
could be cleaned up satisfactorily when machined.
produced a video of the project on behalf of Gefertec, in cooperation
with Hermle and GOM UK.
Dan Castles, business development manager of automated
The project centred on German state railway
aolutions at Kingsbury’s technical centre in Gosport, explains: “We
Deutsche Bahn (DB) which needed to repair two
took delivery of the 3D-printed component and the STL data file from
rail carriages. Both required a new secondary
GOM.
roll stop, a heavy steel component bolted to the
“The file was loaded into our CAM system to help us
underside of each passenger car that limits lateral
prepare a program for the machining process, which was
play on tight curves to ensure safe cornering.
completed on a Hermle C 650 5-axis vertical machining
The safety-critical part was a method of
centre.
“It was more accurate to do it this way, using actual
manufacture rail engineers are reluctant to change, but
DB was forced to, as the secondary roll stop is not a
scan data rather than the theoretical CAD model, as
regular service item and an accident repair part and not
the tool paths could be optimised to the exact form of
normally held in stock. Two were needed quickly, but
the welded part.”
The procedure avoided air cuts and no safety
the usual supplier was quoting a minimum of with 10
months delivery after which they had to be machined by The finish-machined DB passes were needed, as there was no chance of
overloading the spindle by taking a heavy cut. It ensured
the usual subtractive process.
secondary roll stop
that the part was perfectly machined back to net shape
DB’s head of AM Florens Lichte says apart from
in one hit in a cycle time of around seven hours. The machining time
the extended lead-time for delivery, it would also have had to
was much shorter than would have been required on the original
pay “serious money” for the initial tooling, so it 3D printed the
casting and vastly less than trying to mill the part from billet.
components utilising the WAAM process, which brought significant
Kingsbury concludes: “What was originally a 10-month leadbenefits.
time for castings was halved once the WAAM route was taken, but
Gefertec manufactured the parts at its headquarters near Berlin
in reality we showed during our reconstruction the process can be
and reduced the lead-time by five months and the overall cost
condensed into a matter of days, and that despite having to work
was 30% lower. The firm says the benefit of its technology is many
with Covid-19 restrictions.
kilograms of metal can be deposited in a relatively short time and
“If a current manufacturing process involves a lengthy leadit is ideal for the rapid production of high value metal parts in small
time of hard-to-machine material, be it cast, forged or billet,
quantities at reduced cost.
an economical Gefertec solution may be a viable commercial
The two components were produced on an arc405 5-axis WAAM
alternative to subtractive machining.”
machine in a cycle time of 36 hours each. The raw material is
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PRECISION MEETS INNOVATION
THE NEW VLASER 270 BY VOLLMER
With the new VLaser 270, VOLLMER has introduced a complementary step-change in technology.
In addition to the portfolio of grinding and erosion machines, VOLLMER has now introduced laser
technology for fast, efficient and high-quality machining of ultra-hard materials such as PCD, CVDD and MCD. Providing the highest possible flexibility, quality and surface finishes to your cutting
tool production. New solutions combined with reliable precision: Simply VOLLMER.
VLaser
Laser 270
Tool Sharpening Machine

www.vollmer-group.com
VOLLMER UK LTD. // Nottingham NG10 5BP // +44 115 9491040 // info-uk@vollmer-group.com

PA RTN ER S IN PR EC ISIO N

WHATEVER YOUR MEASUREMENT NEED...
Bowers Group offer
a range of dedicated
metrology equipment
and services to turn
designs into quality
components
Tel: 08780 50 90 50
Web: www.bowersgroup.co.uk
E-Mail us for more details
sales@bowersgroup.co.uk

The Bowers Group of Companies

The Makino EDNC6 die-sink
EDM machine installed by
NCMT in HellermannTyton’s
Manchester toolroom

Investment in
the latest technology
proving its worth
HellermannTyton gets a performance lift from a new Makino EDM machine; Crossen Engineering invests
in a new Sodick AD35L spark-erosion machine from Sodi-Tech EDM; Sodick announces a patented new
technology for its ALC Wire cut EDM range; plus, products in brief

I

nvestment pays off and a new EDM
machine has proved its worth for cable tie
mould manufacturer HellermannTyton as it
has helped reduce electrode use by 40%.
The Japanese-built Makino spark erosion
machine was supplied by UK agent NCMT
( www.is.gd/waoZPs ) to the Manchester
facility of the company, where it produces
high precision plastic injection moulds.
The company’s toolroom engineer Rob
Pickup, who has 20 years’ EDM (electric
discharge machining) experience, says that
the super-low wear rate of the copper
electrodes using the Makino has cut their
usage by around two-fifths, lowering
production costs and speeding mould
manufacture through the need for fewer
electrode changes.
The toolroom in Manchester supplies
multi cavitation injection moulds produced
mainly using 52 Rc Stavax to meet the
demands of the local production operation.
The cable ties, fir trees, clips and other
cable management solutions produced in
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the UK factory serve most end user markets.
There are wire-cut EDM machines in the
Manchester toolroom and other die-sinkers
in addition to the Makino. Spark erosion is
inherently a slow manufacturing process and
the toolroom is keen to avoid a bottleneck
developing as demand for the firm’s cable
management products continues to rise.
Pickup says: “We wanted to increase
sinking capacity, not so much for our higher
speed applications but more for producing
very high accuracy moulds.
“The radius on the peak of the tooth form
is less than 50 microns, so we needed a
die-sinker on which electrode wear rate is
super-low. We found that performance in the
Makino EDNC6, which has probably the best
generator on the market.
“An average job here uses up to 15
electrodes on one of our other die-sinking
machines, but on the Makino we can rely on
that number being reduced to 9.
“It represents a big saving in their
manufacture, as well as in the copper used

and the number of tool changes. Moreover,
the result is more repeatable, so there is
never any rework.”
Pickup singles out the Hyper-i control
system on the EDNC6 for particular praise. It
is fitted to the Makino’s wire-cut EDM
machines as well as its die-sinkers and uses
an interface similar to that found on tablets
and smartphones.
Programs in Manchester are mainly
created off-line, but intelligent, intuitive,
interactive functions built into the control
assist the operator to optimise them at
every step of the machining process. They
provide easy access to and selection of
power settings to produce accurate results
in the fastest possible cycle times.
The capability and ease of operation of
the Hyper-i control is enhanced by integrated
on-board digital manuals, intelligent E-Tech
Doctor help functions and an e-learning
training system that can be quickly accessed
for operator convenience. They are
especially useful for assisting operators with
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Sodick announces new technology

Crossen Engineering
toolmaker James Dunlop
inspects a part

less EDM experience, as if a mould is not
turning out perfectly, the database can be
interrogated to provide the ideal parameters
to generate efficient and safe burn routines
for continuing the job.
The standard configuration of the EDNC6
utilises a programmable rise-and-fall work
tank that sinks below table level to
accommodate workpieces up to 1,000mm x
750mm. However, the machine installed at
HellermannTyton is a wide tank version that
supports larger moulds and incorporates a
programmable rise-and-fall front door.

BUSINESS CONSISTENCY
Crossen Engineering, a specialist in both
toolmaking and parts production for injection
moulding and pressing/stamping operations,
has invested in a new Sodick AD35L sparkerosion machine from Sodi-Tech EDM ( www.
is.gd/8hyLI0 ). It is now busy producing
mould and press tools for a range of
important medical projects.
Sodick i Groove illustration
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using on-screen icons, while the mesh FTC
EDM distributor Sodick (www.is.gd/8hyLI0)
function enables high precision groove and
has announced a patented new technology
step machining even for multi-cavity finish.
for its ALC Wire cut EDM range which will be
AL i Groove edition machines feature
standard for Sodick ALC400 and ALC600
a number of advanced technologies to
category wire machines.
assist in increased automation including,
These i Groove developments have been
of course, the use of Sodick’s reliable and
driven by Sodick’s three “concepts of I”:
proven in-house linear motor.
innovation, intelligence and initiative.
The machines incorporate the FJAll models in the ALC400 and ALC600
AWT high-speed automatic wiring
range will be equipped with Sodick’s new,
device with its sophisticated automatic
patented wire rotation mechanism, together
recovery performance in the event of
with significantly improved Stepcut
disconnection.
technology and a number
Enhanced management
of increased automation
All models
functions include digital
facilities, as well as larger
machining fluid monitoring
in the ALC400 and
dielectric tanks.
(filter pressure, fluid level
This newly-developed
ALC600 range will be
specific resistance, fluid
technology, patented
equipped with Sodick’s
temperature) as well as
by Sodick, rotates the
new, patented
TH COM – which minimises
wire during the skim
the effect of temperature
cut operation, so that
rotation mechanism
changes within the machine,
workpieces are machined
reducing the amount of thermal
from top to bottom with the
displacement by 50% compared to a
“unconsumed” surface of the
conventional machine.
wire.
Another function, AIM (AI maintenance),
Conventionally, wire electrodes are
monitors and automatically diagnoses the
controlled solely by tension and running
status of the machine, including operation,
speed, while being constrained by a die.
maintenance and installation environment,
Sodick’s i Groove rotation mechanism
boosting the machine’s operation rate,
provides additional control over the wire,
reducing machining defect rates and
resulting in increased surface quality and
improving traceability.
improved geometric accuracy, whilst at the
Additional automation and labour-saving
same time minimising wire consumption –
options have been added to the line-up
combining the best ecological solution with
including Sodick’s S3CORE automatic
the highest quality of EDM machining.
core processing device which keeps the
The i Groove technology incorporates
workpiece from dropping after removal
Sodick’s new step machining functions,
from machine and automatically retrieves
developed to easily and conveniently
it, together with camera-type on-board
overcome issues such as the typical
measurement systems and enhanced
“streaky” precision errors that can occur
compatibility with robotic automation.
where the plate thickness changes
In addition to all these technical
suddenly, for example at a counterbore or
features, i Groove edition machines also
a hole.
feature newly designed, larger capacity
Sample workpieces machined by Sodick
dielectric tanks (the ALC400G tank is
using the i Groove technology have shown
increased from 675 litres to over 790
that the streak shaped precision error can
litres, and the ALC600G tank is increased
be reduced by up to 50% when compared to
from 850 litres to greater than 990 litres),
conventional machining.
with three dielectric chambers, which has
To support the new facilities, the
resulted in a slightly increased machine
machining technology database has been
footprint.
expanded to include an even greater range
Furthermore, the number of filters has
of materials.
increased from three to four in order to
In addition, i Groove enables users
further increase filtration efficiency.
to select optimum conditions visually by
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WinbroGroup HSD-351
The Belfast-based firm offers
everything from component
design and prototyping, to
complete production. Despite
operating a well-equipped
toolroom and production shop, an
upturn in medical work over the
past 12 months saw the
manufacturer begin the search for
a new die-sink EDM.
Crossen Engineering already had a modern
Sodick wire EDM on site, but its Sodick sparkerosion capacity was 15 years old.
“Medical work has high demands in terms
of accuracy, complexity and turnaround time,
which we know from experience is ideally
suited to the attributes of Sodick machines,”
explains managing director Paul Crossen.
“Our new machine was always going to be a
Sodick as we want consistency throughout
the business in terms of learning and
training.”
Among current medical sector projects is
the manufacture of aluminium prototype
mould tools for colostomy draining solutions,
walking aids to improve mobility among
arthritis sufferers, and bespoke wheelchair
parts for children with disabilities.
“Also, during the pandemic, the demand
for PPE has been strong,” says Crossen.
“For instance, we’ve already made three
injection mould tools for face shields,

producing the finished
parts on site.
“We received an order
near the beginning of the
pandemic to supply
70,000 face shields a
week to our local NHS
facilities as part of the
HeroShield project, which is still
running, but on a reduced level. In
addition, we have machined a prototype
mould for another face covering solution, as
well as mouldings for sanitising stations.”
The Sodick AD35L was an ex-demo model
that arrived on site in Belfast within four
weeks of order placement.
“Since installation, the machine has been
busy producing mainly medical moulds, both
prototype and production [aluminium and tool
steel],” says Crossen. “P20 tool steel was
used for the mould that makes the mobility
product, for instance. The level of surface
finish we require, along with mould
complexity, means the AD35L is a great
solution.”
Toolmaker James Dunlop notes that the
new Sodick is “10 times faster” than the
1995 die-sink machine, which he adds
provides an idea of how EDM technology
has advanced.
The machine structure of the Sodick
AD35L features optimised rib arrangements

that increase rigidity by approximately 70%.
As a result, deformation is minimised to
allow optimum performance at high speed,
supported by rapid-acceleration linear motors
across the XYZ travel dimensions of 350 x
250 x 270mm.
Crossen Engineering expects the new
Sodick AD35L will attract more customers
and orders, particularly involving high-end
work. The company says its policy of
continuous investment in the latest
manufacturing technologies ensures it
“remains at the forefront of its sector”.
The firm offers injection-moulding capacity
from 30T to 550T, for parts ranging in weight
from 1g to 2.5kg. The AD35L is capable of
creating tools for the largest moulding
machine on site, which was an important
factor in its selection. The machine also
finds use producing press-tool parts. Crossen
can provide capacity up to 500T for metal
stamping, the highest in Northern Ireland.
Fanuc ROBOCUT
C400iC

EDM & ECM products in brief
■ The Engineering Technology Group (ETG) ( www.is.gd/0PHXhL ) has
introduced the new Winbro HSD-351 High-Speed EDM Drilling System
and it is now available via the ETG sales and distribution network.
The Winbro HSD-351 is a highly compact, high-speed single point
EDM drilling solution with a solid-state air-cooled EDM generator, that
has already proven its pedigree in the aerospace and IGT sectors.
The Winbro HSD-351 offers a spacious work axis envelope of 300
by 350 by 550mm in the X, Y and Z axes with a rotary C-axis of +/360° and an A-axis of +10°/-135° that allows the end-user to process
five faces of the workpiece in a single set-up.
Accuracy is assured with a linear accuracy and repeatability of
0.008mm and 0.006mm respectively with a rotary axes accuracy and
repeatability of 20 and 15 arc/sec.
■ Fanuc UK ( www.is.gd/IkBBvO ) has unveiled the latest additions to
its ROBOCUT range of wire EDM robots, the -C400iC and -C600iC.
The compact new models build on their predecessors, incorporating
an updated casting design for greater rigidity, stability and accuracy.
Offering high levels of speed and accuracy in metal fabrication by
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way of carefully
controlled
rapid current
discharges, the
-C400iC has a footprint of just 1970 x
2120mm, while the -C600iC stands at 2070 x 2650mm.
The -C400iC is able to process workpieces of up to 500kg
with an X/Y/Z-axis capacity of up to 730 x 630 x 250mm, offering
significant versatility for a number of applications.
The -C600iC can handle workpieces up to 1000kg and 1050 x
820 x 300m, making it ideal for larger projects. The Z-axis of the
-C600iC can also be extended to 400mm on request, to facilitate
working with particularly thick workpieces.
Both the -C400iC and -C600iC come with the option for Fanuc
Auto3D software as standard, which measures inclination and
rotation without the need for additional 3D processing software.
The range supports up to 140 hours of unmanned machining,
meaning parts can be prepared over the weekend ready for assembly
in the week.
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tradition
of excellence

We believe in the best… the best technology, the best
service, the best support. So, if you are looking for the
best EDM solution for your company, call us today.
Sodi-Tech EDM Ltd., Agincourt Road, Warwick, CV34 6XZ
Tel: +44 (0) 1926 695 777 Email: sales@sodi-techedm.co.uk
www.sodi-techedm.co.uk

The heart of high
quality and precision
L&N Scotland meeting high precision demands due to Faro; Envision AESC boosts its non-contact inspection
of battery cells through Bowers Group machine; Reliance Precision Limited gains advantages from
Accretech dual sensor technology; plus, news and products in brief

Q

uality and inspection is paramount in
every sector of manufacturing, as
the highest possible standards need
to be maintained consistently.
Given the oil & gas industry’s
challenging precision standards and the
harsh environments it operates in, few
global sectors place the same severe
demands on its measuring equipment and
have such a high need to maintain quality.
Aberdeen-based L&N Scotland is
utilising the accuracy provided by Faro’s
( www.is.gd/ziVKuB ) durable ScanArm
inspection equipment. The firm is a
manufacturer of subsea production flow
spools, chemical injection lines, and control

systems equipment.
The bedrock of L&N Scotland’s
inspection regime are its recently
purchased three Faro Quantum ScanArms,
part of a policy to regularly update
equipment.
Quality engineer Robert Knowles
explains that growing production volumes
pressed the need to purchase the new
ScanArms and although previously used
portable Faro coordinate measuring
machines (CMMs) were performing, the
improved precision, speed, and ease of use
of the Quantum ScanArm convinced the
company to bring its inspection technology
and related software up-to-date.

He adds: “Our three Quantum ScanArms
are now in constant use. The impressive
technical advancements in Faro’s latest
generation of ScanArms have enhanced our
precision capabilities and considerably
speeded up our inspection throughput.”
The ScanArms are delivering significant
benefits to several company departments,
but it is in the area of subsea control
system manufacturing where they have
provided the biggest advantages.
QC inspector Adrian Chalmers, says:
“We produce complex, pre-manufactured,
subsea control system kits that feature a
huge number of very long pipes. The
turnkey kits’ pipes feature intricate

Reliance Precision Limited is gaining
significant advantages from its new Accretech
Surfcom NEX 100 measuring instrument
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Envision AESC has invested in a Baty Venture
Plus Vision System from Bowers Group to boost
its non-contact inspection of battery cells
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The three Quantum ScanArms are now
in constant use at L&N Scotland
compound 3D shapes with challenging
dimensional tolerances. Further
complication things, the pipes are located
in close proximity to each other.
“High precision inspection is vital as our
kits are dispatched across the globe, and
on arrival the various pipes are expected to
connect and assemble without the need for
re-work or adjustment. As some of our
pipes are over 10ft in length, the smallest
angular error at one end of a long pipe has
the potential to cause an inaccuracy that
can be measured in inches at the opposite
end, allowing it to foul a neighbouring pipe.
He adds: “As it was the ideal
combination for our requirements, we
specified our three new Faro ScanArms
fitted with FARO Prizm Laser Probes.
“Since we have been using our new Faro
hardware and software, we have made
excellent progress in the area of subsea
control system pipe manufacturing and
inspection.
“As the pipes in our kits can spring and
flex under physical inspection, the
extremely accurate non-contact scanning
capabilities of our new Quantum ScanArms
have provided us with a major advantage.
“We can now precisely scan the most
complex shaped tubes and compare our
findings to their CAD models, then if
needed, we are able to instantly send any
required bending correction information
back to our CNC bending machine.”
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CONSISTENT ACCURACY
Measurement systems are needed across a
wealth of sectors and battery technology
company Envision AESC, has invested in a
Baty Venture Plus Vision System from Bowers
Group ( www.is.gd/qZe5sf ) to boost its noncontact inspection of battery cells.
Based in Sunderland, the firm
manufactures Lithium-Ion battery cells,
modules and packs to support customers, as
well as working towards solving the
challenges for a sustainable future with
advanced technology, in development of
clean energy and the electric vehicle industry.
Routinely inspecting parts such as EV
battery modules and EV battery cells, prior to
the purchase of the Baty Venture, the team at
Envision AESC found their measurement
studies were both time-consuming and
complicated.
The company decided it was paramount
that it invested in a machine that provided
consistent accuracy and offered high quality,
as well as providing the best tool to allow
them to test supplier parts issues and
undertake internal investigations.
The Baty Venture offers a large
measurement range, with its bridge-type
construction made from aluminium, resulting
in low inertia and low thermal mass.
Quality assurance engineer Chris
Woodhams, says: “The ease of use in
measuring, programming and generating
inspection reports, and the flexibility of
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combining the benefits of a Vision system
with traditional touch probe CMM ensures the
Baty Venture is a valuable tool in both routine
and non-routine inspections.”
Being non-contact, the machine allows
inspection of live cells without the risk of
electrical contact. Also, a number of Envision
AESC’s components are particularly complex
designs, that make traditional touch probe
inspection not always practical.
The usage of the Baty system can vary
depending on the workload at the time, but
typically is in use at least 75% of the working
week, either completing final inspection
reports for customer products, performing
routine product audits, or undertaking
inspection or investigative work.
For the parts and components measured
by the Baty Venture Plus, the accuracy has
proven to be more than adequate and
provides accuracy above that of conventional
shadowgraph systems, something that has
proven to be beneficial to Envision AESC.
Woodhams adds: “The Baty Venture Plus
has reduced the amount of time and
complexity to conduct measurement
studies, freeing up resources in other areas
and allowing routine inspections to be
standardised for true data comparison
analysis. The support and service from the
Bowers Group was always good. Any
responses to queries we have had were
typically received within the same day and
most issues were fixed within 24 hours of
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initial contact.”
The versatility of both touch probe and
vision system is supportive in the range of
products and components Envision AESC
inspects. The vision system is also being
utilised more frequently as an important part
of its calibration and verification schedule.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
After recently purchasing an advanced
Accretech, Surfcom NEX 100 measuring
instrument, Reliance Precision Limited is
gaining significant advantages from the use of
the new technology.
Accretech ( www.is.gd/JGNfcR ) notes
following development of the world’s first
hybrid detector with dual sensor technology, it
is seeing increased sales of its surface
roughness and contour measuring
instruments.
Huddersfield-based Reliance Precision
Limited designs and manufactures custombuilt, high reliability, precision
instrumentation. Reliance Precision also
publishes a catalogue featuring high quality
standard products that
provides a one-stop-shop for
design engineers.
Serving customers from
the life science, medical,
aerospace, defence, sub-sea
and semi-conductor sectors,
Reliance Precision’s range of
capabilities include design,
development, prototyping,

manufacturing,
assembly and
inspection. The
measurement of
workpiece surfaces,
forms and contours are major aspects of the
firm’s inspection requirements.
Reliance Precision has a wide range of
metrology and inspection equipment from
Zeiss, which has steadily grown over the
recent years. This includes two high-accuracy
bridge-type CMMs, multiple shop-floor CMMs
and a range of validation microscopes.
Reliance Precision head of metrology David
Torr, says the firm contacted Zeiss when the
need arose for a new surface roughness and
contour measuring instrument, and it
recommended the Accretech Surfcom NEX
100. The Surfcom NEX 100 was purchased
through Zeiss, but installation and training
were both provided by Accretech UK.
“Now in regular use, as well as matching
our demanding standards, as it is able to
measure components’ surface roughness
and contour in a single pass, the Accretech
Surfcom NEX 100 is
now also satisfying
our need for
increased efficiency
in our inspection
processes,”
explains Torr.

The LK Metrology
demonstration showroom

The Zygo Nexview 650
metrology system

He adds: “Or new Surfcom NEX 100 is
now making a significant contribution to
upholding our precision standards in the
areas of surface roughness and form
measurement. The instrument has also
significantly increased our inspection
efficiency levels in these important areas.”
Surfcom NEX series machines are
available with the world’s first hybrid detector
featuring dual sensor technology. The
system’s Z-axis has an indication accuracy of
± (1.0 + |2H|/100) μm. This represents a
60% improvement for first term accuracy when
compared to Accretech’s previous models.
Meanwhile, Zygo has launched the
Nexview 650 – a large format metrology
system designed as an inspection tool for the
automated measurement of injection molding
tooling, PCBs, glass panels, and other
samples requiring an extended work volume
up to 650 x 650mm.
The system provides 2D and 3D
measurements of a variety of surface features
with sub-nanometer vertical precision and submicron lateral precision. The Nexview 650 is
the latest addition to the Nexview range of 3D
optical profilers from Zygo.

Quality & metrology news in brief
■ API and Mitutoyo Corporation ( www.is.gd/swyodx ) have
announced a partnership to distribute API’s portable dimensional
metrology equipment throughout Mitutoyo’s worldwide network.
Production times and tolerances continue to grow tighter for
manufacturers around the world, and their need for precise, portable
measurement hardware and software has increased to meet this
demand. Adding API’s complete portfolio of portable equipment
to Mitutoyo’s already diverse portfolio to meet this demand was a
natural fit for both companies.
Mitutoyo Corporation president Yoshiaki Numata says it was great
opportunity to “add the most complete line of high-quality portable
metrology equipment to what we can offer to our customers”.
The two firms note that API’s complete offering of portable
equipment and Mitutoyo’s diverse portfolio, is an “ideal
combination” that will deliver high quality metrology products to
companies at the speed that they need.
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■ Coordinate measuring machine (CMM) manufacturer LK
Metrology ( www.is.gd/fGJaME ) is celebrating 58 years in 2021, as
an independent company again. The firm reports it enters the fourth
year of operation with a “healthy order book” and it made a profit.
In 2020, LK entered the articulating-arm 3D metrology system
sector with the launch of a range of six different Freedom arms with
six size options. Earlier releases included the SCANtek 5 version of
the AltertaM CMM and the AlteraC 10.7.5, in three sizes.
LK has expanded its sales dealer network in the USA and
success has been achieved in the market along with in Asia, while
Europe is on the up and sales are high in Russia and South Africa.
Due for release are two new horizontal-arm CMMs, one a
conventional machine and the other of layout configuration, as well
as a new range of large, gantry-type CMMs. Work is also advanced
on development and integration of a new laser scanner and several
products on static CMMs and articulated arms.
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Semiconductor measurement solutions
Production quality is of fundamental importance in the manufacturing
of semiconductors. Mitutoyo understand these challenges and are
trusted to provide the best solutions by many leading brands. With
extensive knowledge and experience of semiconductor inspection,
and by utilising the latest vision measuring machines and dedicated
software, Mitutoyo are an ideal partner to meet your exacting quality
standards.

To discover more about the products and inspection solutions for
the production of semiconductors visit www.mitutoyo.co.uk/
semiconductors or scan the code below:

Keeping
production
lines moving
West Yorkshire-based Cutwel has been supplying cutting tools to production lines for 25 years and has
rebranded to celebrate the milestone; plus, tooling products in brief

C

utting tool suppliers play an integral
role in ensuring production lines are
stocked and keep on moving forward
and West Yorkshire-based Cutwel (www.
is.gd/9bjCEQ) has been supplying engineers
throughout the UK & Ireland for 25 years and
recently celebrated reaching the milestone.
As part of the 25th anniversary, the
supplier has rebranded as says it “reflects
the aspirations of the management team to
continue to develop a modern, forwardthinking and technically advanced business”.
CEO Adam Gillard explains: “The rebrand
reflects who we are today, reinforcing that
we go beyond being simply a tooling

supplier, working in partnership with
customers to deliver quality products,
backed by technical expertise, to help them
be as productive as possible.
“With 25 years’ experience of
consistently delivering the best performing
products at the best prices, we felt the
business deserved a more modern
aesthetic and messaging.”
Established in 1996, Cutwel
is one of the largest independent
engineering tooling suppliers in
the UK, with a turnover of £20m,
supplying cutting tools and
providing high level technical

support for more than 11,000 precision
engineering companies nationwide. The
business employs over 80 staff at its
headquarters in Cleckheaton and has eight
regionally-based application engineers.
Gillard has worked at Cutwel for almost
20 years and led a management buyout in
2018 and says the firm has invested in its
team in 2020, employing new office-based
customer service advisers and eight new
engineers who will visit customers and
support them on-site.
He adds: “This has resulted in a good
start to 2021 based on strong client
development through the Covid period.

Tooling products in brief
The new 222 System of turning and grooving tools has
been released by Guhring ( www.is.gd/V3Ps9g ) for
The Guhring
full-line turning solutions. The company says the new System 222
parting-off line “demonstrates productivity, efficiency
and performance parameters beyond its rivals”.
Incorporating an extensive line of indexable inserts and tool
holders, the new 222 Series provides a productive and cost-effective
solution for all material types and applications. The 222 designation
is derived from the two cutting edges with an effective depth of cut
up to 22mm.
The 222 System is available with both a tool holder or as a blade
type to suit the demands of the end-user. ( www.is.gd/oPjzkf )
Tooling manufacturer Paul Horn ( www.
is.gd/DwrCXp ) is expanding the range of
products (pictured left) it supplies to the
world’s leading manufacturers of equipment
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for machining pipes and sleeves used in oil
and gas production, as well as to end users.
The cost-effective OCTG (oil country tubular goods)
machining solutions for use in API- and GOST-compliant
as well as premium joint applications focus on ease of use.
Standard and customer-specific tools are designed to deliver a
productive edge over other tools in the areas of handling, service life
and cost per threaded connection. ( www.is.gd/NuZmqP )
For manufacturers that process Di-Bond, Industrial Tooling
Corporation (ITC) ( www.is.gd/Ndl006 ) has now expanded its range of
Di-Bond folding tools with a new arrival. Adding to the existing folding
tool series, the Tamworth manufacturer has introduced a helical flute
Di-Bond folding tool.
The new helical flute design complements the existing Di-Bond
folding tool that is capable of folding Di-Bond and similar aluminium
composite materials typically up to 5mm thick. The new helical flute
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TOOLING PIVOTAL POSITION

Training staff before they speak to customers
to supply them is an imperative part of the
Cutwel business model
throughout Covid and are now reaping
the rewards. Luckily, we are not
limited to one market segment as we
work across all sectors.”
Gillard notes of the brands that
Cutwel supplies, all engineering
consumable brands are performing well
especially YG1, Korloy and Vargus.
However, brands that contain more nonconsumable items are not performing as
strongly, but he notes this is natural as
buyers are cautious to purchase nonessential items through the Covid period.

LOFTY AMBITIONS
Every month
has been stronger with an
increase in turnover and number of
customers. There are signs that customers
are willing to spend and invest for tomorrow
and not just for today.”
Since Covid-19, cutting tool suppliers
have also been affected like all sectors and
Gillard explains the pandemic has impacted
every market segment, particularly
automotive and aerospace.
“However, medical, oil and gas and the
renewables sector are showing the highest
levels of demand,” he notes. “We invested
heavily in our sales and marketing activity

Cutwel is taking on more brands this year
as it looks to further grow the business
and in May it introduced Bowers and Haimer
products to the portfolio.
Gillard says: “We will always look at
brands and product ranges that will enhance
our portfolio without overlapping with
existing products from established brands.
We are planning the introduction of one or
two more brands later in the year.
“This will be backed by relevant
marketing and staff training in advance to
ensure maximum support and benefit for our
customers.”
The cutting tool supplier is also

The Walter
tool has been developed with an extremely rigid
EVO drill
tool body that allows the user to increase cutting
speeds and feeds considerably. ( www.is.gd/YoHjoy )
The Xtreme Evo solid carbide drills in the DC160 Advance range
of drills have been expanded by Walter ( www.is.gd/PcOfaP ), with the
introduction of lengths from 16 to 30XD; enabling the range to now
include deep-hole drilling.
As the successor to the Alpha 4XD drills, the DC160 Advance,
makes deep-hole drilling possible in a single operation without
pecking. Adding to the existing 3, 5, 8 and 12XD ranges, the new
arrivals include the 16, 20, 25 and 30XD for drilling
high
precision holes with stability and concentricity.
( www.is.gd/MWIcLX )
Widia has released a new
MS geometry insert for the
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looking to expand the business over the next
few years and continue the upwards
trajectory that has seen it grow from a £12m
turnover company in the last five years and
on track to achieve £25m in the next
financial year.
The business model of having a short
supply chain, quality products and highly
experienced technical team has proven
successful, as Gillard says it allows it to
“sell products at more competitive prices”,
be agile and give better value to customers.
“We are already on an upward curve so
are looking to increase turnover to £35m in
the next five years. We forecast this will
come from organic growth, which has worked
well for us in the past,” he explains.
“Training staff before they speak to
customers is imperative for our successful
business model and will continue to be how
we operate and differentiate ourselves.
“We are also looking to advance our
digital offering including continued
investment in our website. Plus, we will be
expanding our external sales engineers so
we can provide bespoke solutions to
customers.”
To celebrate 25 years in business,
Cutwel has also initially pledged a £1000
charity donation as part of its anniversary
activities. The donation will be
equally shared between four
charities that have been chosen by
the company’s employees.

brand’s best-selling Top Drill Modular X (TDMX) drill for general
engineering and energy applications.
With the MS geometry expansion, the company says the TDMX
platform now offers three material-specific inserts, broadening the
platform’s application capabilities to include inclined entry and exit,
stacked plates and cross-hole drilling in stainless steel, super alloys,
steel and cast-iron materials. ( www.is.gd/bWrGYZ )
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) ( www.is.gd/mbNC5K ) is
expanding the BIG KAISER Precision Tooling offering of boring
heads. It has released two smaller sizes of the EWN Smart
Damper precision boring heads – the CK1 and CK2. The new heads
eliminate vibration in deep-hole finish boring with a patented
damping system.
It is he first time the EWN Smart Damper has been
available in diameters below 32mm, taking it down to
19.99mm. ( www.is.gd/yWTuFe )
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The Doosan Mynx 7500/50
on the shop-floor at
Washington Components

Positive signs
across sectors
Washington Components ups competitive edge with Doosan investment; Cadmatic Engineering shows
its ambition; Trust Precision Engineering diversifies; TPB Precision Engineering reaps benefits of Hurco
machines; Hi-Spec Precision Engineering Ltd invests in a Kitamura; and CMI picks up pace

S

ubcontract machining shops always
need to stay agile and be looking to
continuously improve their productivity,
operational efficiency and competitiveness,
especially in volatile and unpredictable
sectors.
This is exactly what precision
manufacturer Washington Components has
done after investing in two Doosan machine
tools, supplied by Mills CNC ( www.is.gd/
OIjyom ), the exclusive distributor in the UK
and Ireland. It now operates 14 CNC
machines, of which 13 are Doosans.
The Tyne and Wear-based firm is focused
on the machining and manufacture of high
quality, high precision performance critical
components and assemblies for a range of
UK-based customers operating in the oil and
gas, wind energy and energy transfer (pipeline
transportation) industries.
Washington Components is reaping the
benefits of investment in a Doosan Puma TT
2100 SYY twin-turret, twin-spindle turning
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centre with dual Y-axis capabilities and a
powerful Doosan Mynx 7500/50 large
capacity box guideway vertical machining
centre (VMC). Both machines are equipped
with Fanuc control technology.
The purchases are part of a five-year
investment plan and the machines have
increased the firm’s machining capacity along
with its capabilities.
Managing director Tony Sutherland, says:
“We operate in tough and challenging
markets. The offshore sector is volatile and,
even before the outbreak of the pandemic,
there were cost down pressures being
experienced throughout the supply chain.
“In order to maintain our competitive edge
we have focused our efforts and resources on
differentiation and on gaining share in a
depressed market by ‘being the best we can
possibly be’.
“This has meant developing and refining
the range of services we provide, making
them (and us) more flexible, more effective

and better able to meet our customers’
quality requirements, stringent lead times
and reducing budgets.”
The firm specialises in the machining of
hard and difficult-to-machine materials, such
as inconels, super duplex, stainless 316L
and S355J2+N (high tensile steel), all
machined to tight geometric tolerances and
high surface finishes.
The new machines were part of a move to
improve the company’s small turned parts
and its large milling capabilities.
Sutherland says the barfeed section,
comprising eight lathes, needed an overhaul.
He says “We believed investing in a new
multi-tasking turning centre equipped with
Y-axis and driven tooling would significantly
increase the performance of the whole
section.”
He adds: “We needed to increase our
milling capabilities. We knew that an
investment in a new, large-capacity, heavyduty machining centre would not only help us
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SUBCONTRACTING CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

improve our ability to fulfil machining
contracts with our existing customers but
could also be leveraged to win new work.”

WEATHERING THE STORM
Meanwhile, Berkshire-based precision
subcontractor Cadmatic Engineering Services
Ltd has shown its ambition by investing in a
new Doosan multi-tasking lathe, that has
been installed at its 4,200 square foot facility
and also supplied by Mills CNC.
The precision toolmaker and subcontract
machining specialist bought an 8” chuck Lynx
2100LMB, a compact, powerful and flexible
lathe equipped with a 15kW/4500rpm main
spindle, driven tooling capability
(3.7kW/6000rpm), a tailstock and the latest
Fanuc i series control.
Since its arrival, it has been machining a
range of high accuracy and high performance
press tool components (pins, pillars, shanks)
for new press tools (blanking tools, piercing
tools, forming tools, progression tools), that
the company designs and manufactures for
its automotive customers.
The Lynx is also being used to machine a
diverse range of press tool replacement parts
as well as associated jigs and fixtures and,
increasingly, low-to-medium volume
production of small, high precision parts for a
variety of customers.
Cadmatic was acquired last year by
new owners and directors, Mark and
Kerrie Humphrey, just before the
Covid-19 pandemic struck.
Strengthening machining capabilities
and capacity was a top priority to
increase the precision machining
subcontract business but it needed
investment.
Mark Humphrey says: “We needed to
improve our turning capabilities but rather
than just acquire additional (like-for-like)
capacity, we decided to invest in a compact,
multi-tasking machine that, with its integrated
driven tooling functionality, could machine
precision parts in one hit - helping us reduce
part cycle times and, as a consequence, lead
times too.”

work, making up for the shortfall in
aerospace contract machining.
The Nottingham-based firm is a provider of
sliding head turn-milled components and
business is propelled by Citizen Cincom
machines, supplied by Citizen Machinery UK
( www.is.gd/X2aUTF ).
The firm’s machines include six Cincom
M32-VIII that operate around the clock, lightsout overnight and the latest M32 addition,
plus a 20 mm bar capacity Citizen L20-XII
with a programmable B-axis and the
manufacturer’s low frequency vibration (LFV)
chip breaking software were recently
installed. Alongside them, the subcontractor
operates the latest M32 variant Citizen
asked the company to beta test.
Managing director Nick Street, says before
the pandemic, 60% of turnover was from
aerospace contracts, but now comprises
about one-third. However, the shortfall has
been largely offset by winning new business,
primarily from the medical industry.
The presence on the shop-floor of the L20XIILFV has meant its chip breaking ability
could be harnessed for more efficient turning
of medical parts from stainless steel bar. The
material normally forms stringy swarf that
wraps itself around the component and
tooling, risking damaging both, but
programmable LFV avoids the problem by
breaking the swarf into a

short, manageable length.
The chip-forming functionality in the
operating system of the Mitsubishi control is
switched on automatically by G-code
command for those parts of cycles where it is
expedient to use it, and then switched off
again automatically, resulting in significant
improvements in productivity and yield.
In the case of an early medical job whose
dimensional tolerances needed to be within ±
25 µm, LFV was switched on for about 25%
of the cycle. After 1,000 components had
been produced, there was no swarf damage
to components or tool breakage, even though
a 0.8 mm diameter hole was being drilled
and reamed in the reverse end of the part
Street explains LFV is a “major
technological advance”, because it can be
activated by the part program and a slightly
lower metal removal rate can be restricted to
those elements of the cutting cycle that
benefit most from the chip control.
He adds aerospace work fell just after the
L20 was acquired, but is proving useful for
fulfilling medical contracts, while benefits will
be felt even more as aerospace recovers.

TWO MACHINES IN ONE
Abingdon-based TPB Precision Engineering’s
owner Terry Benfield, a former applications
engineer at Hurco ( https://is.gd/Qf2Zn1 ), has
more than 25 years’ experience working in

Terry Benfield, owner of TPB Precision
Engineering, operating the Hurco TM8Mi
driven-tool turning centre

BREAKING INTO NEW MARKETS
Diversification into new markets is key for
many subcontract machining shops to survive
and evolve. This is the case at Trust Precision
Engineering, which has moved into medical
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Nick Street in Trust Precision’s factory extension, which
houses the latest Citizen sliding-head lathes, the L20LFV
and new-style M32, as well as an earlier M32
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The Grainger brothers with their
guitars and the new Kitamura
subcontract machining.
He started TPB 2018 with a Hurco VM20i
3-axis machining centre and a TM8i lathe,
and growth has been steady, but additional
milling and turning capacity was needed to
meet demand from local customers. That
requirement coincided with Hurco looking for
companies to put its new range of driven-tool
lathes through its paces.
The TM8Mi turning centre has been fully
redesigned compared to the previous model
in terms of both machine and control. In
addition to mechanical enhancements such
as a more compact footprint and larger
spindle bore to take 52mm diameter bar, the
lathe control has features widely appreciated
on the company’s proprietary WinMax
conversational CNC software driving its
machining centres.
Benfield says: “Programming of the milling
operations on the lathe are the same as
rotary programming for the mill. It’s extremely
easy to use. Due to space being limited
within our workshop, we use a bar puller
rather than a barfeed. It is perfect for us, as
a lot of batches are quite small, often in the
order of 50-off or less.”
He adds owning the new TM8Mi is like
having two machines. The ability to carry out
off-centre drilling and milling operations on a
shaft mean complete components can often
be finished in one hit, allowing him to offer
more competitive prices by getting parts off
in a single handling.
Some of his recommendations for
programming enhancements and ease of use

have already been taken on board by
software engineers at the group’s
headquarters in Indianapolis.

GROWTH DRIVER
Subcontractor Hi-Spec Precision Engineering
Ltd has automated production with 10-pallet
Kitamura machining centre from Dugard
( www.is.gd/fhueZ9 ) to drive growth and
productivity.
As part of the journey, the company has
automated, investing in barfeed equipment
for its turning centres, robotic loading/
unloading for machining centres and now, a
10-pallet Kitamura Mycenter HX250iG
horizontal machining centre from Dugard.
The workload at Hi-Spec encompasses
everything from agriculture and aggregate,
construction, motorsport, fluid power and
electric guitars. The components include
hydraulic valves and cylinders through to
equipment for the quarry and aggregate
industry, producing anything from prototypes
and small batches up to runs of 10,000+.

Hi-Spec also manufactures custom
precision-crafted electric guitars through
Grainer Guitar Parts and is a sales outlet for
precision guitar components, such as guitar
and bass bridges and spares. The
components sold can now be manufactured
on the Kitamura Mycenter.
Managing director Darren Grainger says
milling work has increased a lot over the last
year and the cycle times are getting longer
with more complex components, meaning
jobs can tie a machine up for one to two
weeks at a time, so it needed to look at a
way to get higher production rates and more
unmanned hours.
Grainger gives an example of an order for
300 parts that by using the multi-pallet
Kitamura, reduces the cycle time from eight
weeks to less than two weeks.
The 4-axis Kitamura offers feed rates of
60m/min and a pallet change time of fewer
than eight seconds and tool changes in less
than a second. The 4th axis 0.001-degree
table indexing has a positional accuracy of
+/-2 arc/sec, complemented by a positional
accuracy on all linear axes of +/-0.002mm
with repeatability of +/-0.001mm.
The HX250iG provides X, Y and Z-axis
travel of 305 by 305 by 350mm with
360-degree B-axis rotation and 11kW spindle
motor that offers heavy material removal
rates and high speed cutting of small to
medium-sized components. The Arumatik-Mi
CNC control system has 67million pulse
encoder technology and 8,192 block lookahead capability.

Latest CMI for Q1 shows 25% increase on the previous quarter
The Qimtek Contract Manufacturing Index (CMI) for the first quarter
(Q1) of 2021 has shown considerable growth in comparison to
the previous quarter overall, but there was some disparity among
individual indexes themselves.
The UK market for subcontract manufacturing continued its
recovery from the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic with a 25%
increase on the previous quarter.
The latest CMI stood at 84 in Q1 2021, compared to 67 for
the final three months of last year. The quarter started well, with
January and February far better than any month in the previous
quarter but fell back in March.
The baseline for the index is 100, which represents the average
size of the subcontract manufacturing market between 2014 and
2018. At the end of the first quarter last year, before the pandemic,
the CMI stood at 112, so the market is still 25% down.
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The CMI reflects the total purchasing budget for outsourced
manufacturing of companies looking to place business in any given
month. This represents a sample of over 4,000 companies who
could be placing business that together have a purchasing budget
of more than £3.4bn and a supplier base of over 7,000 companies
with a verified turnover in excess of £25bn.
Within the overall figures for Q1 there were significant changes
in processes and markets. Fabrication work made up 57% of the
contracts, up 131% on the previous quarter. Machining, in contrast,
fell from representing over half of the market to just over a third.
Industrial equipment was the strongest sector in the final quarter
of 2020 and not only retained the top spot in Q1 but grew 90%.
The second strongest sector was furniture, followed by electronics.
Communication equipment was in fourth place and construction
recovered to take fifth place.
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THE NEXT GENERATION
OF INTEGREX

Ai ENABLED

Solid Mazatrol
SmoothAi Spindle
Ai Thermal Shield

ENHANCED MACHINING
AUTOMATION FRIENDLY

Flat front machine design
for automation integration

New lower turret design expands
DONE-IN-ONE capability

OPTIPMIZED EFFICIENCY
ELEVATE PRODUCTIVITY

A smaller footprint with an
increased workpiece envelope

Integrex i-H series
The new INTEGREX i-H series brings together innovative machine design for
ultimate machine performance and a multitude of automation options to transform
your manufacturing operations for optimum productivity and profitability.
Join the evolution.
To discover more call +44(0) 1905 755 755
or email info@mazak.co.uk

www.mazakeu.co.uk/integrex-iHseries

Digital Twin technology
creates an identical
office environment

INSIGHT REDUCING ABRASION AND WEAR

Wear and abrasion are
a constant challenge
for the manufacturing
industry

Ceramic switch
can pay dividends
Norelem, a manufacturer and supplier of standard parts and components,
is urging engineers to consider using ceramic materials

A

brasive wear can be very damaging
as can change the critical dimensions
and tolerances of a component,
cause machinery and equipment to rapidly
deteriorate in performance, and possible
machine failure and productivity loss.
Wear and abrasion are a constant
challenge for the manufacturing industry,
with a wide range of environments that
machine parts and components must
endure, therefore engineers have numerous
material considerations before production
kicks off, but standard components made
from ceramics can reduce the impact.
Norelem (www.is.gd/IK7kbQ) CEO Marcus
Schneck says: “High performance ceramics
are becoming increasingly important,
especially in manufacturing. Due to the
properties of ceramic, a longer life cycle can
be achieved and a wide range of
requirements can be met.
“Ceramic materials are temperature
resistant with hygienic materials, which is
not only suitable for mechanical engineering,
but also for the automotive industry, the
food and pharmaceutical industry and circuit
board manufacturing.”
The technical ceramics market is forecast
to grow by 9.3% annually between 2020 and
2027 due to demand for durable and high
temperature resistant materials, according
to a study by Precedence Research.

DAMAGING TO PRODUCTION
Wear is the progressive loss of material from
the surface of a solid body as part of
mechanical processes, for example, contact
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and relative movement of a solid, liquid or
gaseous counter body. Abrasion is the
removal of material through furrowing and
scoring stress.
Schneck explains: “There are two basic
forms of abrasive wear: two-body abrasion
and three-body abrasion. A simple description
of two-body abrasion would be a hard, rotating
surface cutting into a soft, fixed surface. And
three-body abrasion can be explained as a
hard particle moving between two surfaces.
“If the wear of a component is not
recognised in time and it subsequently breaks
or fails, damage can also occur to adjacent
parts and machinery - resulting in
unscheduled downtime and production
standstill. Difficult operating conditions or very
long turnaround intervals can lead to severe
wear on the surface of the components if the
correct material isn’t being used.
“For example, locating pins, which are
frequently used in the positioning of metal
sheets, are exposed to increased abrasion
within special operating conditions.
Progressive material removal when inserting
the sheets can influence the positioning
accuracy of the fixture, requiring ceramic
material to be used.”

ENDLESS POSITIVES
Schneck notes the use of ceramic products
often results in competitive advantages, as
the positive aspects are “endless” including
the high dimensional stability, flexural
strength and wear resistance.
He adds components made of high
performance ceramics operate with high

precision, with almost no signs of wear.
He continues: “In many applications
where the robustness of the components is
important, the use of components made of
high performance ceramics is worthwhile. The
higher procurement costs are more than
offset by the longer service life. Ceramic also
has a thermal and electrically insulating
effect. This is an advantage in all applications
where there is a risk of electric breakdown.
“High performance ceramics feature a low
adhesion tendency in contact with metals,
providing a longer life cycle of the component
if mixed with metal counterparts.
“The robust material of ceramics is also a
good choice for applications with high
mechanical loads due to its high flexural
strength and hardness. Thanks to the
mechanical strength and low density, tools
made of ceramics work precisely, reliably and
are wear-free over a long period of time, even
under the highest loads.
“Ceramic products are also food-safe and
offer high resistance to acids, alkalis and
vapors. They are generally insensitive to
chemicals, are pressure-resistant and
temperature-stable and thus defy frequent
and intensive cleaning processes or
maintenance.”
Schneck notes introducing ceramic
standard components into design processes
also allows an increase in operating
temperatures if needed, potentially speeding
up the production process and creating
more components in a shorter timeframe.
Corrosion is also reduced when it comes
to ceramic standard components, according
to Schneck, meaning machine parts need to
be serviced and replaced much less
frequently due to the durability of the
component.
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RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.

www.bigkaiser.com

HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
Tel: Ashford (01233) 631554 Fax: (01233) 631888
Web: www.mjallen.co.uk E-mail: sales@mjallen.co.uk
Sole distributor for the UK and Ireland
www.itc-ltd.co.uk, Tel: 01827 304500

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com
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CNC Training/Programming
GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for over 30 years
✔ CNC Training on all CNC controls
✔ CNC Programming for all machines
✔ CAM, DNC & Verification software
✔ Independent, unbiased advice

Spindle Repair

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR
SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

THOUSANDS
OF MACHINES
AVAILABLE
ONLINE

t: 01926 614882
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter

www.machineryclassified.co.uk

@Machinerytweets
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For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

To advertise here please call

Joe Opitz
on 01322 221144

•

Machining centres

•

Composites in manufacturing

NEED ACCESS TO A

•

Micro-machining

EMAIL DISTRIBUTION LIST?

•

Cleaning & degreasing

CONTACT US ON

•

Industry 4.0 & Automation

•

Subcontracting

GDPR COMPLIANT

01322 221144

of spindle components.

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace
industry as a company it can trust, a company
it can do business with.

Tel: 024 7663 7771
Email: sales@spindleservices.co.uk
Web: www.spindleservices.co.uk

We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE:
Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com
k out more.
or vist www.subdrilling.co.uk to find
Call 01442 205960

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
Deep Hole Drilling
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling
Subcon Drilling Ltd
Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,
Eastman Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire,
HP2 7FW

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

Spares and repairs
Join the Launch Party!
You can find all our launch offers at
- searchCNC
forTurning
Ganro.
EDM www.cncrotaryshop.com
Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing
CNCROTARY.COM European Distributers of Ganro.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

Tel: 0800 061 9000 Fax: 0800 061 9001
sales@cncrotary.com
www.cncrotary.com

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
metrology
Web:
www.technovaprecision.com
We’re precise . . . 92%
Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect finish.
and materials

Measuring Equipment

testingHone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk
equipment

Surface Finishing

Springs

Wanted Machine Tools

FM 38790

Alpha Springs are experts in the
manufacture of a wide range of metal
springs and spring related products

FISSO

• Expert design services
• Quality mass production
• Hand skills for low volume orders
• Competitive pricing
• Outstanding customer service
No it’s not.

Swiss Made

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?

Dial Gauges
& DTI’s

Gauging Arms
& Bases

But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment!
CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
www.mapra.co.uk
Working from drawings, samples or designing

E: info@mapra.co.uk T: Engineering
020 8508 4207

Equipment. Call us today to turn your springs
used machines
and old
for new products,
weequipment
produce: into cash.
Compression springs
*07752 569191*

To advertise here please *Quality
call
Tension springs
Used Machine
Tools*
www.machineryclassified.co.uk
Torsion springs
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
James Creber on 01322 221144
Car Springs
Subcontract Services

Subcontract Services

START
GROWING
YOUR
BUSINESS
NOW
For over 35 years,
MA Knowledge has
been supplying the
engineering and
manufacturing industry
with high quality, targeted
business leads

01763 274909
info@alphasprings.co.uk
www.alphasprings.co.uk

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

✓
100%

✔ Data rental
✔ Data multi
COMPLIAN
use licences
T
✔ Email marketing
✔ Direct mail
✔ Telemarketing
✔ Lead generation
✔ Sales prospecting
✔ Data audits/ cleaning

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

GDPR

Contact: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144
or joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

www.ma-knowledge.com
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Joe Opitz
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The 1996 Machinery Awards; PL Lehmann sets up first UK division; RK International
installs its 100th Colchester Tornado; Bridgeport Machines opens Bavarian facility;
and Tooling Products first in UK to invest in the CS500 machining centre from Mecof
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some companies are preparing to invest long-term in youth.
In the second issue of June 1996, in our comment piece we
discuss how at the opening of Bridgeport Machines’ new Bavaria,
Germany-based machining and assembly facility, Dr Otto Wiesheu,
Bavarian minister of state for economics affairs, transport and
technology, gave a speech in which he threw many issues close to
the heart of German manufacturing into stark relief.
We report that his speech showed there was a desire to move
towards a more British position that “champions labour flexibility and
low-cost production” with the Bridgeport investment in Bavaria
highlighting evidence of this transition.
In news, JMTBA, the Japan Machine Tool Builders’ Association
and the AMT, the American Association for Manufacturing Technology,
both report strong machine tool orders, the former its highest month
orders in March this year since 1991 and the latter an 18% increase
in April on the same month last year.
In other news, within four weeks of the Richard Lloyd Galtona
factory in Tenbury Wells being almost gutted by fire, wiping out the
production of thread tooling, NC Engineering of Watford was able to
install and commission a replacement Citizen L20 Type VII CNC
sliding head automatic lathe as part of the £2.5m spend on 25 new
machine tools; and Tooling Products become sthe first UK company
to invest in the new CS500 high speed machining centre from
Mecof; and total investment to bring Matsuura Machinery
Corporation’s UK manufacturing facilities at Coalville into production
is up to £10.7m from the £4.5m Machinery reported last October.
In this issue, we have a subcontracting capacity supplement,
where we report how last month’s SUBCON exhibition at the NEC
was the most successful ever with more than 22,000 visitors and
bumper orders were placed. The supplement includes a special
report on how specialisation has provided Premier Deep Hole Drilling
with a technological edge and growth market, while finding out how
the company’s eight-year development has seen it rise ‘from the
proverbial garage to the big league’. ■

▼

200 mhz

pentium chip
is released by Intel

▼

The Fifteenth
Amendment to the Irish
Constitution is signed into law
following a vote in the previous
year. This amendment removes the
prohibition of divorce

The coatings for
the highest performance

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/dragonskin
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n the first issue of June 1996, our comment piece discusses the
changes and continued progress in computer numerical control
units (CNCs), something Machinery has followed closely over the
years along with also monitoring the progress of standardisation.
In the 1996 Machinery Awards, which took place on the opening
day of MACH ’96, winners of the four categories were subcontractor
Weston in Category A for the most innovative example of investment
in a capital plant, Renishaw in Category B for the best example of
innovative manufacturing processes involving an existing plant,
subcontractor Kenard Engineering in Category C for the most
innovative application of computer technology in support of
production and Newage International in Category D for the most
innovative improvement in manufacturing processes resulting from a
capital outlay of less than £10,000.
In news, BSD has commenced operations at its new £13.5m
centre at Wednesfield in the West Midlands; Swiss CNC indexer and
rotary table specialist PL Lehmann establishes its first UK
division in Birmingham; and RK International installs its
100th Colchester Tornado CNC slant bed lathe at the
Crewkerne works of Sterling Hydraulics.
In this issue, we have a MACH ’96 review, where we
round up all the news and look at a selection of exhibits
which caught the eye, including the launch of the
Bridgeport VMC 1500/22 high speed portal; the TraubHeckert CWK 400 horizontal machining centre that
made its UK debut at MACH; Charmilles’ new Robofil
510F wire machine that was unveiled for the first
time in the UK; and Spanish firm Ona’s new Techno
C300 die-sinking EDM machine.
In features, we have special report on ‘the skills
gap’ and its detrimental effect on the manufacturing
industry which we note has been bemoaned for
some years and while it is getting difficult to find
people who wish to
learn new skills,

corvalola /stock.adobe.com

years ago

▼
The government selects the
Greenwich Peninsula
for the Millennium
Dome exhibition which
will open in the year 2000

CIRCULAR SAWS

SUPER BROWN 2000

SUPER BROWN 350/60

• Cu�ng capacity
round 80 mm / square 80 mm
• Cu�ng speed: 43 - 86 RPM

• Cu�ng capacity
round 102 mm / square 85 mm
• Cu�ng speed: 15 - 90 RPM with
mechanical speed control

Standard equipment:

Standard equipment:

• Blade Ø 275 mm
• Coolant system
• Vice with rapid clamping
• Pivo�ng rotary plate-system for
45°cuts on both sides
• Lateral head movement for 45°
diagonal and longitudinal cuts
• Steel frame

• Blade Ø 350 mm
• Coolant system
• Vice with rapid clamping
• Pivo�ng rotary plate-system for
60°cuts right and 45° le�
• Steel frame

PERRIS 350

ONLY FOR ALUMINUM OR LIGHT ALLOYS

• Cu�ng capacity - round 120 mm / square 110 mm
• Cu�ng speed: 2400 - 3400 RPM (by inver�ng the pulleys)
Standard equipment:
• Coolant system
• Two vices with rapid clamping
• Pivo�ng rotary plate-system for 45°cuts on both sides
• Lateral head movement for 45°diagonal cuts
• Steel frame

** All models are available with manual or pneuma�c clamping unit, as well as semi or fully automa�c.

BROWN 300

BANDSAWS

BROWN 420

• Cu�ng capacity
round 220 mm / square 290 mm
• Cu�ng speed: 35 - 70 RPM

• Cu�ng capacity
round 280 mm / square 270 mm
• Cu�ng speed: 35 - 70 RPM

Standard equipment:

Standard equipment:

• Refrigera�ng system
• Vice with rapid clamping
• Pivo�ng rotary plate-system for 60°
cuts le� and 45° right
• Steel frame

• Refrigera�ng system
• Vice with rapid clamping
• Pivo�ng rotary plate-system for
60° cuts le� and 45° right
• Steel frame
** All models are available manual or semi-automa�c.

The Total Metal Sawing Service

01527 527058
sales@accurate-cutting.co.uk
www.accurate-cutting.co.uk

44-45 Crossgate Road, Park Farm Industrial Estate, Redditch, Worcestershire, B98 7SN

Everything for machining
from the spindle
to machine table
Reserve your new Team
Cutting Tools catalogue now:
cutting.tools/catalogue

CERATIZIT is a high-technology engineering
group specialised in cutting tools and hard
material solutions.

Tooling the Future
www.ceratizit.com

